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Abstract

Functional relationships between objects, called \attributes", are of
considerable importance in knowledge representation languages, including Description Logics (DLs). A study of the literature indicates
that papers have made, often implicitly, di erent assumptions about
the nature of attributes: whether they are always required to have a
value, or whether they can be partial functions. The work presented
here is the rst explicit study of this di erence for (sub-)classes of the
Classic DL, involving the same-as concept constructor. It is shown
that although determining subsumption between concept descriptions
has the same complexity (though requiring di erent algorithms), the
story is di erent in the case of determining the least common subsumer
(lcs). For attributes interpreted as partial functions, the lcs exists and
can be computed relatively easily; even in this case our results correct
and extend three previous papers about the lcs of DLs. In the case
where attributes must have a value, the lcs may not exist, and even if
it exists it may be of exponential size. Interestingly, it is possible to
decide in polynomial time if the lcs exists.
 An abridged version has been submitted to JAIR.
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1 Introduction
Knowledge representation systems based on Description Logics (DL systems) have been the subject of continued attention in Arti cial Intelligence,
both as a subject of theoretical studies (e.g., [2, 11, 14]) and in applications
(e.g., [1, 17]). More impressively, DLs have found applications in other areas
involving information processing, such as databases [6, 16], semi-structured
data [12, 13], information integration [15, 9], as well as more general problems such as con guration [28] and software engineering [7, 21].
In Description Logics, one takes an object-centered view, where the world
is modeled as individuals, connected by binary relationships (here called
roles), and grouped into classes (called concepts). In every DL system the
concepts of the application domain are described by concept descriptions
that are built from atomic concepts and roles using the constructors provided by the DL language. For example, using the atomic concepts Model,
Manufacturer, and INTEGER as well as the roles model, seats, and
madeBy the concept Car can be described as follows:

Car := madeBy # model madeBy u
seats # model seats u 8seats:INTEGER u
8model:Model u 8madeBy:Manufacturer
By using same-as equalities (like seats # model seats), we ensure that the
manufacturer (number of seats) of a car is the same as the manufacturer
(number of seats) of the model of that car.
DLs support a variety of inferences, including deciding if a concept
subsumes another one. Subsumption algorithms allow one to determine
subconcept-superconcept relationships: C is subsumed by D (C v D) if
and only if all instances of C are also instances of D, i.e., the rst description is always interpreted as a subset of the second description.
The traditional inference problems for DL systems, such as subsumption,
inconsistency detection, membership checking, are by now well-investigated.
Algorithms and detailed complexity results for realizing such inferences are
available for a great variety of DL languages of di ering expressive power
(e.g., [23, 3, 29, 22, 25]).
In most knowledge representation systems, including DLs, functional relationships, here called attributes (in the literature also called features), are
distinguished as a subclass of general relationships, at least in part because
functional restrictions occur so frequently in practice. In the above example, madeBy and seats are meant to be attributes, thus making unnecessary
3

number restrictions like (( 1 madeBy) u ( 1 madeBy)). In addition, distinguishing attributes helps identify tractable subsets of DL constructors:
in classic, coreferences between attribute chains (as in the above examples) can be reasoned with eciently [10], while if we changed to roles (e.g.,
allowed (repairs # ownedBy  repairsPaidFor)), the subsumption problem becomes undecidable [30].
The distinction between roles and attributes in DLs is both theoretically and practically well understood. However, it turns out that there is a
distinction to be made between attributes being interpreted as total (total
attributes ) or partial functions (partial attributes ). This distinction is useful in practice, since there is a di erence between a car not having a license
plate, and having a license plate whose value is not currently known. In DLs,
the latter is modeled by having the attribute hasLicensePlate, with restriction ( 1 hasLicensePlate), while the former is modeled with the restriction
( 0 hasLicensePlate). If attributes were total functions, the last assertion
would immediately lead to a contradiction.
It turns out that the study of the theoretical implications of this distinction has "slipped through the cracks" of contemporary research. The
purpose of this paper is to show explicitly and precisely the e ect of allowing attributes to be total or partial. Speci cally, we show that for one group
of DLs related to the Classic system, although this distinction does not affect the complexity of computing subsumption (the details of the algorithm
do need to be changed), it does have a signi cant impact on the problem
of computing the least common subsumer (lcs) of concepts, i.e., the most
speci c concept description subsuming a set of given concepts.
Since, as detailed below, a number of published papers on the above
topic made di ering assumptions about the nature of attributes, but did
not highlite these di erences, the more general lesson we want to impart is
that in all knowledge representation schemes and investigations it is very
important to be clear about whether attributes are total or partial.

Least common subsumer
The lcs was rst introduced as a new inference problem in DLs in [20]. One
motivation for considering the lcs is to use it as an alternative to disjunction.
The idea is to replace disjunctions like C1 t  t Cn by the lcs of C1 ; : : : ; Cn .
In [8, 20], this operation is called knowledge-base vivi cation. Although, in
general, the lcs is not equivalent to the corresponding disjunction, it is the
best approximation of the disjunctive concept within the available language.
Using such an approximation is motivated by the fact that, in many cases,
4

adding disjunction would increase the complexity of reasoning.1
As proposed in [4, 5], the lcs operation can be used to support the
\bottom-up" construction of DL knowledge bases, where, roughly speaking,
starting from \typical" examples an lcs algorithm is used to compute a concept description that (i) contains all these examples, and (ii) is the most
speci c description satisfying property (i). In [4], such an algorithm has
been presented for cyclic ALN -concept descriptions; ALN is a sublanguage
of Classic allowing for concept conjunction, primitive negation, value restrictions, and number restrictions. Baader et al. [5] have proposed an lcs
algorithm for a DL allowing for existential restrictions instead of number
restrictions.
Originally, the lcs was introduced as an operation in the context of inductive learning from examples [20], and several papers followed up this lead.
The DLs considered were mostly sublanguages of Classic which allowed
for same-as equalities, i.e., expressions like madeBy # model  madeBy.
Cohen et al. [20] proposed an lcs algorithm for ALN and a language that
allows for concept conjunction and same-as, which we will call S . In [18], the
algorithm for S was extended to CoreClassic, which additionally allows
for value restrictions (see [19] for experimental results). Finally, Frazier and
Pitt [24] presented an lcs algorithm for full Classic.
All these algorithms are based on a translation of concept descriptions
into so-called description graphs, which had been used in [10] to decide
subsumption. More precisely, the lcs is computed in three steps: First, the
concept descriptions are turned into description graphs. Second, the lcs is
computed as the product of the description graphs. Finally, the product
graph thus obtained is turned back into a concept description, representing
the lcs of the given concepts.
However, there is a mismatch between the semantics of attributes underlying the subsumption algorithm on the one hand and the lcs algorithms on
the other hand. In particular, in the work of Borgida and Patel-Schneider
[10], attributes are interpreted as total functions, whereas a careful examination of the lcs algorithms proposed, especially the ones involving same-as,
reveals that the lcs is computed for DLs with partial attributes. Furthermore, it turns out that the lcs algorithm presented by Frazier and Pitt
[24] does not handle properly inconsistency, which can be expressed in full
Classic.
1
Observe that if the language already allows for disjunction, we have lcs(C1 ; : : : ; Cn ) 
C1 t    t Cn . In particular, this means that, for such languages, the lcs is not really of
interest.
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New results

In Section 3, we provide a subsumption algorithm for full Classic with
partial attributes, which essential extends ALN by same-as equalities, but
also allows for the lls and one-of constructors on (host) individuals. This
algorithm is a modi cation of the corresponding algorithm for the total attribute case presented in [10]. Then we present an lcs algorithm for this
language along the lines of [18], and formally prove its correctness using
the subsumption algorithm speci ed before. It turns out that, as in CoreClassic, the lcs always exists, and, for two concept descriptions, it can be
computed in time polynomial in their size.
Finally, the central new results of this paper examines the problem of
computing lcs when attributes are total (Section 5). The surprising result
is that in this case the lcs does not exist in general for the language S |
the construction in [20] being actually for partial attributes. We do however
provide a polynomial-time algorithm for deciding when the lcs exists, and
a (necessarily) worst-case exponential-time algorithm for computing the lcs
in case it exists.
We start by introducing the basic notions necessary for our investigations.

2 Formal Preliminaries
Following [10], in this section we formally introduce the (full) Classic language except for the non-declarative test-de ned concepts employed in the
Classic system to algorithmically approximate representations for ideas
that cannot be encoded using the constructors provided by Classic.
Concept descriptions in Classic are built up from a collection of concept
names, role names, attribute names, and individuals. Roles, attributes, and
individuals are always atomic but descriptions can be built up using constructors. Classic incorporates two di erent kinds of concept descriptions,
namely, host concept descriptions and classic concept descriptions. Therefore, we distinguish host concept names and classic (or atomic) concept
names as well as host individuals and classic individuals.
Host concept descriptions are used to describe objects in a concrete domain, e.g., a programming language. A general scheme for incorporating
such host objects has been presented in [3].
Host concept descriptions in Classic are relatively simple. They are
de ned built up from host concepts names and host individuals. More precisely, such concepts have the following syntax:
6

Syntax

Constructor Name
>H
top concept of the host domain
E
host concept (name)
fI1 : : : Ing one of
C uD
concept conjunction
where I1 ; : : : ; In are host individuals and C and D are host concept descriptions.
The semantics of host concepts and host individuals is prede ned and
xed. The extension of a host concept is a subset of H , the so-called host
realm. A host individual is interpreted as an element in H where di erent
individuals are assigned to di erent elements of the host realm (unique name
assumption). The elements in the host realm have no role or attribute successors. However, they can be successors of elements in the classic realm (see
below). Finally, we require that (i) all host concept names have an extension
that is either of in nite size or is empty; and (ii) that if the extensions of
two host concepts overlap, then one must be subsumed by the other (i.e.,
host concept names are disjoint, unless they are subconcepts of each other).
and (iii) that the di erence (A B ) of the extensions of two host concept
names is either in nite or empty. (These conditions are needed to avoid
being able to infer conclusions from the size of host descriptions.) This, for
example, allows for host concepts like INTEGER, REAL, COMPLEX ,
and STRING, but not BOOLEAN .
Classic concept descriptions in Classic allow for more complex concepts
than host concept descriptions. They are formed according to the following
syntax:
Syntax
Constructor Name
>C
top concept of the classic realm
E
classic/atomic concept name
( n R)
at least restriction
( m R)
at most restriction
R:I
lls (on a role)
A:I
lls (on an attribute)
fI1 : : : Ing
one of
A1    Ak # B1    Bh sams-as equality
C uD
concept conjunction
8R:C
(role) value restriction
8A:C
(attribute) value restriction
7

where E is an atomic concept name; R is a role; A, Ai , and Bj are attributes; I is the name of a classic or host individual; Ij are names of classic
individuals; C and D are classic concept descriptions; F is a host or classic
concept description; and k; h; m; n are non-negative integers.
A description which is either a host concept description or a classic
concept description is called (Classic) concept description. In addition,
a concept description might be the top concept >, which will be interpreted
as the whole domain.
The sublanguage S of Classic only allows for same-as and concept
conjunction.
In the sequel, the set of concept names (host and classic) is called C , the
set of role names R, the set of attributes A, and the set of individuals IND
(which consists of the set of host individuals INDH and classic individuals
INDC ). All these sets are pairwise disjoint. Furthermore, we will use
8R1    Rn:C as abbreviation of 8R1:8R2    8Rn:C where 8":C denotes C .
As argued in [10], for individuals it is reasonable to introduce a nonstandard semantics. The most signi cant reason is to avoid intractability of
subsumption. It has been shown in [10, 27] that subsumption in Classic
is NP-complete when individuals are interpreted as single elements of the
domain.
To avoid this problem the semantics of individuals are de ned as follows:
instead of mapping classic individuals onto single elements of the domain,
as we have done it for host individuals or as it is done in standard semantics, classic individuals are mapped onto disjoint subsets of the domain,
intuitively representing di erent possible realizations of that (Platonic) individual.
For a given interpretation I the classic individuals induce the following
congruence relation over the domain dom(I ) of I : two elements in dom(I )
are said to be congruent if and only if they belong to the same extension
of the same individual I 2 INDC or if they are identical. The cardinality
of a set of elements of the domain is then the size of the set modulo this
congruence relationship.
As usual, the denotational semantics for concept descriptions is recursively built on the extensions of atomic identi ers (i.e., of concept names,
role names, attribute names, and individuals) by an interpretation:
De nition 1 An interpretation I consists of a domain  and an interpretation function I . The domain is disjointly divided into a classic realm C
and the host realm H which is xed for all interpretations. The interpretation function assigns extensions to atomic identi ers as follows:
8

 The extension of an atomic concept name E is some subset E I of the

classic realm.
 The extension of a host concept name H is some prede ned subset of
H which is xed for all interpretations and satis es the conditions
stated above.
 The extension of an atomic role name R is some subset RI of C  .

 The extension of an atomic attribute name A is some partial function
AI from C to , i.e., if (x; y ) 2 AI and (x; y ) 2 AI then y = y .
 The extension of a classic individual I is some non-empty subset I I
1

2

1

2

of C where the interpretations of distinct identi ers must be disjoint
as discussed above.
 Host individuals are interpreted according to the unique name assumption (see above). The extension I I of a host individual I is an element
in H . As already mentioned, the interpretation of the host individuals is xed for all interpretations. Therefore, we occasionally refer to
I I as I .
By (R1    Rn )I for role names or attributes Ri we denote the composite
of the binary relations RiI . If n = 0 then "I denotes the identical relation,
i.e., "I := f(d; d) j d 2 C g. For an individual d, we de ne RI (d) :=
fe j (d; e) 2 RI g. If the Ri are attributes, we say that (R1    Rn)I is
de ned for d i (R1    Rn )I (d) 6= ;; occasionally, we will refer to the image
of d by (R1    Rn )I (d).
The extension C I of a concept description C is inductively de ned as
follows:
 >I = ; >IC = C ; >IH = H ;
 p : I I = fd 2 C j 9x (d; x) 2 pI ^ x 2 I I g where p is a role or an
attribute;
 fI1 : : : IngI = Snk=1 I Ik . If the Ik0 s are all host individuals then this
means fI1 : : : In gI = fI 1 : : : I n g;
 ( n R)I (resp. ( n R)I ) is those objects in C with at least (resp.
at most) n non-congruent successors for the role R;
 (A1    Ak # B1    Bh)I = fd 2 C j (A1    Ak )I and (B1    Bh)I are
de ned for d and A1    Ak I (d) = B1    Bh I (d)g;
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 (C u D)I = C I \ DI ;
 (8p:C )I = fd 2 C j pI (d)  C I g where p is a role or an attribute.
If we had not restricted the interpretation of the constructors like valuerestriction and number restriction to subsets of C then subsumption relationships as INTEGER v 8R:C or INTEGER v ( n R) would hold.
Note that the above de nition supports partial attributes. Since the
main point of this paper is to demonstrate the impact of di erent semantics
for attributes, we occasionally restrict the set of interpretations to those
that map attributes to total functions. Such interpretations are called tinterpretations.
The main inference service provided by a system based on description
logics is to compute subconcept-superconcept relationships, which are also
called subsumption relationships.
De nition 2 A concept description C is subsumed by the concept description D (C v D for short) if and only if for all interpretations I it is
C I  DI . If we consider only total interpretations, we get t-subsumption:
C vt D i C I  DI for all t-interpretations I .
Having de ned subsumption, equivalence of concept descriptions is dened in the usual way: C  D if and only if C v D and D v C . Analogously,
t-equivalence C t D is speci ed.
Although, Classic as introduced here does not contain the bottom concept ? explicitly, it can be expressed by, e.g., ( 1 R) u ( 0 R). We will use
? as abbreviation of some inconsistent concept description. Furthermore,
primitive negation can be expressed by number restrictions. For an atomic
concept E one can replace every occurrence of E by  1RE and the negation
:E of E by  0RE where RE is a new role name. We also do not allow for
number restrictions on attributes. However, ( n A)  ? and ( n A)  >C
for every n  2. Moreover, ( 0 A)  8A:?, ( 1 A)  >C , ( 0 A)  >C , and
( 1A)  A # A. Usually, Classic also allows for min n := fm j m is a nonnegative integer greater or equal ng and max n := fm j m is a nonnegative
integer less or equal ng where n is a nonnegative integer. This constructor
can be simulated by introducing a host concept name NON-NEGATIVEINTEGER which is interpreted as the nonnegative integers and an in nite
set of host individuals 0; 1; 2; : : : Then, for example, min n is equivalent to
the concept description fn; n + 1; n + 2; : : :g (in nite one-of) which can be
represented nitely. To sum up, the results presented in this paper, can
10

easily be extended to a language that in addition to the constructors introduced for Classic also allows for the bottom concept, primitive negation,
number restrictions on attributes, and min n, max n.
The least common subsumer of a set of concept descriptions is the most
speci c concept subsuming all concept descriptions of the set:
De nition 3 The concept description D is the least common subsumer
(lcs) of the concept descriptions C1 ; : : : ; Cn (lcs(C1 ; : : : ; Cn ) for short) i i)
Ci v D for all i = 1; : : : ; n and ii) for every D0 with that property D v D0 .
Analogously, we de ne lcst (C1 ; : : : ; Cn ) using vt instead of v.
Note that the lcs of concept descriptions may not exist, but if it does,
by de nition it is uniquely determined up to equivalence. In this sense, we
may refer to the lcs.
In the following two sections, attributes are always interpreted as partial
functions; only in Section 5 we consider total attributes.

3 Subsumption
As proposed in [10] subsumption is decided by a multi-part process. First,
descriptions are turned into description graphs. Next, description graphs
are put into canonical form, where certain inferences are explicated and
other redundancies are reduced by combining nodes and edges in the graph.
Finally, subsumption is determined between a description and a canonical
description graph.
Since in [10] attributes are interpreted as total functions, we need to
adjust the steps listed above to decide subsumption in the case of partial
attributes. However, we have tried to reduce the changes necessary. For
this reason, roughly speaking, attributes are treated as roles unless they
form part of a same-as equality. (Note that attributes participating in a
same-as construct must have values!) To some extent, this will allow us
to adopt the semantics of the original description graphs, which is crucial
for proofs. However, the two di erent occurrences of attributes, namely,
in a same-as equality vs. a role in a value-restriction, require us to modify
and extend the de nition of description graphs, the normalization rules, and
the subsumption algorithm itself. Furthermore, the subsumption algorithm
proposed in [10] was still incomplete because some normalization rules were
missing, e.g., for dealing with singleton sets of host individuals.
In the following, we will present the steps of the subsumption algorithm
in detail. We start with the de nition of description graphs.
11

3.1 Description Graphs

Intuitively, description graphs re ect the syntactic structure of concept descriptions. A description graph is a labeled, directed multigraph, with a
distinguished node. Roughly speaking, the edges (a-edges) of the graph
capture the constraints expressed by same-as equalities. The nodes are labeled with a set of so-called r-edges which correspond to value restrictions.
These r-edges lead to description graphs again which represent the concept
descriptions of the corresponding value restrictions. Unlike the graphs proposed in [10], the value restrictions represented by nodes not only contain
restrictions on roles, as in [10], but also on attributes. We shall comment on
the advantage of this modi cation in order to deal with attributes as partial
functions instead of total functions.
Before de ning description graphs formally, we will look at our example
concept Car. The description graph depicted in Figure 1 corresponds to
C . We use G(Manufacturer), G(Model), G(INTEGER) to denote the
descriptions graphs for the atomic concept names Manufacturer and Model
as well as the host concept name INTEGER. In this case, these description
graphs are very simple; they merely consist of one node labeled with the
corresponding concept name. In general, the description graphs in r-edges
are more complicated since in a value restriction like 8R:C , C is an arbitrary
concept description.
For the sake of simplicity, we have omitted the components of the nodes
and edges corresponding to the one of constructor and lls.
Although, the concept Car does not have number restrictions, the corresponding graph has the restriction [0; 1] on the r-edges since in our example
these edges are restrictions on attributes, which have at most one direct
successor. By adding these additional informations for attributes it is possible to treat attributes like roles, unless no successors by lls or a same-as
equality are required. In our example, there are same-as restrictions on the
attributes. As we will see later, it is necessary to \lift" the r-edges to a-edges
in order to get a complete subsumption algorithm. This normalization operation was not necessary for the graphs de ned in [10] since attributes were
not allowed in r-edges.
Formally, description graphs are de ned as follows:
De nition 4 A description graph G is a tuple (N; E; r; l), consisting of a
nite set N of nodes; a nite set E of edges (a-edges); a distinguished node
r in N (root of the graph); and a function l from N into the set of labels
of nodes. We will occasionally use the notation G:Nodes, G:Edges, and
G:root to access the components N , E and r of the graph G.
12

>

madeBy

madeBy

>C

>
G(INTEGER)
seats [0; 1]

model

G(Model)

f>C g

seats

model [0; 1]

madeBy [0; 1]

model

seats

>C

G(Manufacturer)

Figure 1: The description graph for Car where the node in the middle is
the root of the graph
An a-edge is a tuple of the form (n1 ; n2 ; A; F ) where n1 , n2 are nodes, A
is an attribute name, and F is a set of individuals (the llers of the node).
A label of a node is de ned to be ? or a tuple of the form (C; D; H ),
consisting of a nite set C of concept names (the atoms of the node), a nite
set D of classic individuals or > (the dom of the node), and a nite set H
of tuples (the r-edges of the node). Concept names in a description graph
are atomic concept names, host concept names, >, >C , or >H . We will
occasionally use the notation n:Atoms, n:Dom, and n:REdges to access the
components C , D, and H of the node n.
An r-edge is a tuple, (R; m; M; F; G0 ), of a role or an attribute name,
R; a min, m, which is a non-negative integer; a max, M , which is a nonnegative integer or 1; a nite set F of individuals (the llers of the redge); and a (recursively nested) description graph G0 . The graph G0 will
often be called the restriction graph of the node for the role R. We assume
that the nodes of G0 are distinct from all nodes of G and from all other
nested description graphs of G. If R is an attribute then we require m = 0,
M 2 f0; 1g, and F = ;.

A path p in G from the node n0 to nm is a sequence of a-edges of the
form (n0 ; n1 ; A1 ; F1 ); (n1 ; n2 ; A2 ; F2 ) : : : ; (nm 1 ; nm ; Am ; Fm ) where m  0
(for m = 0 the path p is empty); w = A1    Am is called attribute-label of p
(the empty path has attribute-label ").
For n 2 N we de ne Gjn to be the description graph (N; E; n; l).
In order to merge description graphs we need the notion of \recursive
13

set of nodes" of a description graph G: The recursive set of nodes of G is
the union of the nodes of G and the recursive set of nodes of all description
graphs in the r-edges of nodes in G.
Just as for concept descriptions, the semantics of description graphs is
de ned by means of an interpretation I . We introduce a function  which
assigns an individual of the domain of I to every node of the graph. This
ensures that all same-as equalities are satis ed.

De nition 5 Let G = (N; E; r; l) be a description graph and let I be an
interpretation.
An element, d, of  is in GI , i there is some function, , from N into
 such that
1. d = (r);
2. for all n 2 N it is (n) 2 nI ;
3. for all (n1 ; n2 ; A; F ) 2 E we have ((n1 ); (n2 )) 2 AI , and for all
f 2 F , (n2 ) 2 f I .
The extension of a node n with label ? is the empty set. An element, d,
of  is in nI , where n = (C; D; H ), i
1. for all B 2 C , we have d 2 B I ;
2. If D is not > then there exists f 2 D such that d 2 f I .
3. for all (R; m; M; F; G0 ) 2 H ,
(a) there are between m and M elements, d0 , of the domain such that
(d; d0 ) 2 RI ;
(b) for all f 2 F there is a domain element, d0 , such that (d; d0 ) 2 RI
and d0 2 f I ; and
(c) d0 2 G0I for all d0 such that (d; d0 ) 2 RI
The semantics of the graphs in [10] has been de ned in the same way.
However, in their paper not only same-as equalities have been expressed by
a-edges but also value restrictions on attributes. But then, in the context
of partial functions, we could not de ne the semantics of description graphs
by means of the function  since individuals need not to have successors
for attributes. For that purpose, value restrictions of attributes are always
translated into r-edges. The next section will present the translation of
concept description into description graphs in detail.
14

Having de ned the semantics of description graphs, subsumption and
equivalence between description graphs (e.g., H v G) as well as concept
descriptions and description graphs (e.g., C v G) is de ned in the same way
as subsumption and equivalence between concept descriptions.

3.2 Translating Concept Descriptions to Description Graphs

A Classic description is turned into a description graph by a recursive process, working from the \inside out". In this process, nodes and description
graphs are often merged.

De nition 6 The merge of two nodes, n  n , is a new node n with the
following label: if n or n has label ? then the label of n is ?. Otherwise
if both labels are not equal to ? then the atoms of n are the union of the
atoms of n and n ; the dom is the dom of n , if the dom of n is > and
vice versa; otherwise, if both the dom of n and n are not equal to > then
1

1

1

2

2

2

2

1

1

2

dom of n is the intersection of the dom of n1 and n2 ; the set of r-edges is
the union of the r-edges of the two nodes.

De nition 7 Let G1 and G2 be two description graphs with disjoint recursive sets of nodes (see above). Then the merge of G1 and G2 , G := G1  G2 ,
is de ned as follows: The nodes of G are the union of the nodes of G1 and
G2 without the roots of G1 and G2 but with an additional node r. The aedges of the merged graphs are the union of the a-edges of G1 and G2 , except
that edges touching on the roots of G1 and G2 are modi ed to touch r, i.e.,
in all a-edges of G1 and G2 the roots are replaced by r. The new node r is
the root of G and its label is de ned by the merge of the two root nodes of
G1 and G2 .
The rules for translating a description C in Classic into a description
graph G(C ) are as follows:
1. > (>C or >H ) is turned into a description graphs with one node r and
no a-edges. The only atom of r is > (>C or >H ); the dom of r is >;
and the set of r-edges is empty.
2. ? is turned into a description graph with one node r and no a-edges.
The label of r is ?.
3. A concept name is turned into a description graph with one node and
no a-edges. The atoms of the node contain only the concept name;
dom is >; and the node has no r-edges.
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4. A description of the form ( n R) is turned into a description graph
with one node and no a-edges. The node has as its atoms >C ; dom is
>; and it has a single r-edge (R; n; 1; ;; G(>)). s
5. A description of the form ( n R) is turned into a description graph
with one node and no a-edges. The node has as its atom >C ; dom is
>, and it has a single r-edge (R; 0; n; ;; G(>)).
6. A description of the form R : I is turned into a description graph with
one node and no a-edges. The node has as its atom >C , as dom >, and
it has a single r-edge (R; 0; 1; fI g; G(>C )) if I is a classic individual,
and (R; 0; 1; fI g; G(>H )) otherwise.
7. A description of the form A : I is turned into a description graph with
two nodes r, n, and the a-edges (r; n; A; fI g) where r denotes the root
of the graph. The atom of r is >C ; dom is >; and r has no r-edges.
The atom of n is >C if I is a classic individual and >H otherwise; dom
is >; and n has no r-edges.
8. A description of the form fI1 : : : Ing is turned into a description graph
with one node. The node has as dom the set containing I1 through
In , and no r-edges. The only atom of the node is >H if all of the
individuals are host values, and >C if all of the individuals are classic
individual names. (Note that classic and host individuals can not be
together in one set.)
9. A description of the form A1    An # B1    Bm is turned into a graph
with the pairwise distinct nodes a1 ; : : : ; an 1 ; b1 ; : : : ; bm 1 , the root
a0 = b0 = r, and an additional node an = bm = e; the set of
a-edges consists of (a0 ; a1 ; A1 ; ;), (a1 ; a2 ; A2 ; ;),. . . ,(; an 1 ; an ; An ; ;)
and (b0 ; b1 ; B1 ; ;), (b1 ; b2 ; B2 ; ;), : : :, (bm 1 ; bm ; Bm ; ;), i.e., two disjoint paths from r to e. (Note that for n = 0 the rst path is the
empty path from r to r and for m = 0 the second path is the empty
path from r to r.) All nodes except e have >C as there only atom. If
r 6= e then the atom of e is >. Finally, the domain of all nodes is >,
and there are no r-edges.
10. A description of the form 8R:C , where R is a role, is turned into a
description graph with one node and no a-edges. The node has the
atom f>C g, its dom is >, and it has a single r-edge (R; 0; 1; ;; G(C )).
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11. A description of the form 8A:C , where A is an attribute, is turned into
a description graph with one node and no a-edges. The node has the
atom f>C g, its dom is >, and it has a single r-edge (A; 0; 1; ;; G(C )).2
12. To turn a description of the form C u D into a description graph,
construct G(C ) and G(D) and merge them.
Note that this translation is well-de ned since it ensured that for every
r-edge containing an attribute min is 0 and max = 1 2 f0; 1g.
Figure 1 shows the description graph for the concept description Car of
our example.
Now we want to show that this process preserves extensions. As we use
the merge operations we rst show that they work correctly.

Lemma 1 If n and n are nodes then (n  n )I = nI \ nI . If D and
D are description graphs then (D  D )I = DI \ DI .
Proof: It is easy to see that the claim is true for nodes if one of them
has label ?. Otherwise, if both labels are not ? then atoms and r-edges of
1
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1
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the merged node are obtained by unioning the components of the respective
nodes; the dom of the new node is the intersection of dom of n1 and n2 if both
are not >, otherwise the dom of the node which is not > or it is > if both
nodes have dom >. This implies that the interpretation of each component
of the new node is the intersection of the interpretation of the corresponding
component of n1 and n2 . Furthermore, since the interpretation of a node
is the intersection of the interpretations of its components, the result is
obviously true for nodes.
For merging graphs, the only di erence is that the root nodes are replaced by their merger in all edges and that the new root is the merger of
the roots of the merged graphs. But then an element of (D1  D2 )I is clearly
an element of both D1I and D2I . Conversely, since we take the disjoint union
of the other nodes in the two graphs, the mapping functions 1 and 2 in
De nition 5 can simply be unioned, so that an element of both D1I and D2I
is an element of the merged root node, and hence of (D1  D2 )I .

Theorem 1 A concept description C and its corresponding description graph
G(C ) are equivalent, i.e., C  G(C ).
Proof: The proof is by structural induction on concept descriptions.

2
In [10], the concept description 8A:C would be turned into an a-edge. As already
mentioned, this would cause problems for attributes interpreted as partial functions when
de ning the semantics by means of  as speci ed in De nition 5.
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The extension of concept names, lls, one of, number restrictions, and

8-restrictions on roles and attributes can be easily seen to agree with the

extension of description graphs formed from them. Lemma 1 shows that
conjunction is properly handled.
For same-as equalities A1    An # B1    Bm the construction forms a
description graph with two disjoint paths from the distinguished node r to
an end node e, one labeled by the Ai 's, through nodes ai , and the other
labeled by the Bj 's, through nodes bj . If d 2 (A1    An # B1    Bm )I
then de ning (ai ) := (A1    Ai )I (d), and (bj ) := (B1    Bj )I (d), yields
the mapping required by De nition 5. The converse is satis ed by the requirement in De nition 5 that for each a-edge (n1 ; n2 ; A; F ) 2 E , we have
((n1 ); (n2 )) 2 AI .

3.3 Translating a Description Graph to a Concept Description

Although, we do not need the converse translation from description graphs
to concept descriptions for characterizing subsumption, the translation is
presented here already in order to show that concept descriptions and description graphs are equivalent representations. Later on, when discussing
the lcs, we will actually need to translate description graphs into concept
descriptions.
In the sequel, let G = (N; E; r; l) be a description graph. W.l.o.g. we
assume that G and (recursively) all description graphs nested in G are connected. A description graph is said to be connected if all nodes of the graph
can be reached from the root of the graph by a directed path and if all nested
graphs are connected. Note that the semantics of a graph is not changed, if
nodes that are not connected via a path with the root are deleted.
We now (recursively) specify CG which corresponds to the description
graph G using the concept description Cn corresponding to the label of the
node n in G.
Let n be a node in G. If the label of n is ?, then Cn := ?. Now, let
(S; D; H ) be the label of n. Then, Cn is a conjunction consisting of the
following conjuncts:
1. atomic concepts: If S = ;, then >; otherwise

u E:

E 2S

2. one-of: If D = >, then >; if D = ;, then ?; otherwise D.
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3. r-edges: If H = ;, then >; otherwise

u



R;l;k;F;G0)2H

(



8R:CG0 u ( l R) u ( k R) u fu2F (R : f ) :

If R is an attribute, then we know l = 0, k 2 f0; 1g, and F = ;. In
this case, we de ne ( l R) to be >. Furthermore, we de ne ( k R)
to be > if k = 1 and 8R:? otherwise.
Using Cn , CG is de ned as follows:
1. Same-as: Let T be a spanning tree of G. (Note that because G is
connected, T contains all nodes of G.) For every leave of T , CG has
a same-as equality v # v where v is the attribute-label of the rooted
path in T to the leave. Furthermore, for every a-edge (n1 ; n2 ; A; F )
not contained in T we have v # w in the conjunction where v and w
are de ned as follows: w is the attribute-label of the rooted path in
T to n2 ; v is the attribute-label of the path in T to n1 concatenated
with the a-edge (n1 ; n2 ; A; F ) from n1 to n2 .
2. nodes and a-edges: For every node n in T we have

"

8al(n): Cn u

u



#

u (A : f )

n;m;A;F )2E f 2F

(

where al(n) denotes the attribute-label of the rooted path in T .
We can show:

Lemma 2 G  CG .
Proof idea: Let n be a node in G. Then, it is easy to see that if Cn is

translated back into a description graph G00 where according to part 3 of
(R : f )
the de nition of Cn the r-edges for 8R:CG0 u ( l R) u ( k R) u fu
2F
are merged to one r-edge, then G00 is isomorphic to the subgraph of G only
consisting of the node n.
The conjunction consisting of the conjuncts 8al(n):Cn where n is a node
in T can be translated back into a description graph where certain a-edges
are merged such that the resulting graph is a tree isomorphic to T except
for the llers of the a-edges. Now adding the remaing same-as equalities
yields a description graph G0 which is isomorphic to G except for llers on
a-edges.
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Finally, it is not hard to verify
" that the
 description
#graph for the conu (A : f ) on the one hand,
junction consisting of 8al(n):
u
(n;m;A;F )2E f 2F
where, again, n is a node in T , and the graph G0 on the other hand can
be merged in such a way that the resulting description graph (which by
construction is equivalent to CG ) is isomorphic to G.

3.4 Canonical Description Graphs

In the following we occasionally refer to \marking a node incoherent"; this
means that the label of this node is changed to ?. \Marking a description
graph as incoherent" means that the description graph is replaced by the
graph G(?) corresponding to ?.
One important property of canonical description graphs is that they are
deterministic, i.e., every node has at most one outgoing edge (r-edge or aedge) with the same attribute or role name. Therefore, as in [10], to turn
a description graph into a canonical graph we need to merge a-edges and
r-edges. In addition, because in the graphs de ned here, attributes can
occur in r-edges and in a-edges it might be necessary to \lift" r-edges to
a-edges. Finally, because of the one of constructor on host values, it might
be necessary to merge nodes.
To merge two a-edges (n; n1 ; A; F1 ) and (n; n2 ; A; F2 ) in a description
graph G, replace them with a single new edge (n; n0 ; A; F1 [ F2 ) where n0 is
the result of merging n1 and n2 . (If n1 = n2 then n0 = n1 .) In addition,
replace n1 and n2 by n0 in all other a-edges of G.
To merge two r-edges (R; l1 ; r1 ; F1 ; G1 ), (R; l2 ; r2 ; F2 ; G2 ) replace them
by (R; max(l1 ; l2 ); min(r1 ; r2 ); F1 [ F2 ; G1  G2 ).
To lift up an r-edge (A; l; r; FA ; GA) of a node n in concept graph G
when G has edge (n; n1 ; A; F ), remove it from n:REdges, and augment G
by adding GA:Nodes to G:Nodes, GA:Edges to G:Edges, as well as adding
(n; GA :Root; A; FA ) to G:Edges.
To merge two nodes n1 , n2 in a concept graph G let n0 be the result of
merging n1 , n2 and replace n1 and n2 by n0 in all a-edges of G.
Description graphs are transformed into canonical form by repeating the
following normalization rules whenever possible for the description graph
and all its descendants. In the sequel, the cardinality of the dom of a node
is de ned as follows: > has cardinality 1 and if the domain is a subset of
IND the cardinality is the number of elements in this subset.
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1. If any node in a description graph is marked incoherent, mark the
description graph as incoherent. (Reason: Even if the node is not a

root, attributes corresponding to a-edges must always have a value (since
they participate in same-as equalities), and this value cannot belong to the
empty set.)

2. If an a-edge of a node has more than one ller, then mark the node
incoherent. (Reason: Attributes can only have at most one ller.)
3. If an a-edge of a node n points to a node n0 where the dom is not
> and the ller of the a-edge is not included the dom of n0, mark n
incoherent. (Reason: Same as 2.)
4. If the dom of a node is empty, mark the node incoherent. (Reason:
)
5. If some r-edge in a node has its min greater than its max, mark the
node incoherent. (Reason: ( 2 R) ( 1 R) )
6. If for an r-edge dom of the distinguished node of the restriction graph3
is not > and the llers of this r-edge are not a subset of the dom, mark
the node of the r-edge incoherent. (Reason: R : I R: I1; : : : ; In
if I I1 ; : : : ; In )
7. If some node has both >H and >C in its atoms, mark the node incoherent. If some node has in its atoms a pair of host concepts that
are not related by the pre-de ned subsumption relationship, mark the
node incoherent. (Reason: The intersection of the atoms will be empty.)
8. If the llers of an r-edge are host individuals and they are not contained
in the extension of all atoms of the root of the restriction graph for the
r-edge then mark the node as incoherent. (Reason: R : I R:CH
if I is not an element of the extension of the host concept CH .)
9. If the llers of an a-edge from n to n0 are host individuals and they
are not contained in the extension of all atoms of the node the a-edge
is pointing to then mark n as incoherent. (Reason: see 8.)
10. If some node has in its atoms a pre-de ned host concept, add >H to
its atoms. If some node has an atomic concept name in its atoms, add
>C to its atoms. For each pre-de ned host concept in the atoms of the
node, add all the more-general pre-de ned host concepts to its atoms.
fg  ?



u



 ?
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f
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g
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3

Recall that this is the graph contained in an r-edge.
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11. If a host individual in the dom of a node is not in all the atoms of
the node, remove it from the dom. (Reason: I1 ; I2 INTEGER
I1 INTEGER if I1 is an integer but I2 is not an integer.)
12. If dom of a node is not > and dom contains host individuals then
add to the atoms of the node all host concepts which extensions contain all the host individuals in dom. (Reason: I1 ; I2 INTEGER
I1 ; I2 INTEGER REAL if I1 and I2 both belong to INTEGER since
INTEGER REAL.)
13. If some r-edge in a node has its description graph marked incoherent,
change its max to 0. (Reason: ( 0 R) R: .)
14. If some r-edge in a node has a max of 0, mark its restriction graph as
incoherent. (Reason: See 13)
15. If the min on an r-edge is less than the cardinality of llers on it, let
the min be this cardinality. (Reason: R : I1 R : I2 R : I3 ( 3 R))
16. If the max on an r-edge is greater than the cardinality of the dom on
the distinguished node of the restriction graph, make the max of this
edge be the cardinality of the dom. (Reason: R: I1; I2 ; I3 ( 3 R))
17. If the min on an r-edge is greater than or equal to the cardinality of
the dom on the distinguished node of the restriction graph, let the
llers of the edge be the union of its llers and the dom above. (If
min is greater than the cardinality, then steps 5 and 16 detect the
inconsistency.) (Reason: R: I1; I2 ; I3 ( 3 R) R : I1 R : I2 R : I3 ;
R: I1; I2 ; I3 ( 4 R) )
18. If the max on an r-edge is less than or equal to the cardinality of llers
on the edge, let the dom on the distinguished node of the restriction
graph be the intersection of the dom and the llers. (If max is less
than the cardinality, steps 5 and 15 detect the inconsistency.) (Reason:
R : I1 R : I2 R : I3 ( 3 R) R: I1; I2 ; I3 ; R : I1 R : I2 R :
I3 ( 2 R) )
19. If an a-edge has a ller and the node at its end has > as its dom or the
ller is an element of the dom, make the dom be the ller. (Reason:
A:I A:I I )
20. If a node has only one element in its dom, add this element to the
llers for all the a-edges pointing to it. (Reason: I A : I I )
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21. If there are two nodes n1 , n2 where the dom in each of these nodes
is fI g for some host individual I , merge these nodes in G.4 (Reason:
A B C D A: I
C: I A C if I is a host individual)
22. If some node has two r-edges labeled with the same role, merge the
two edges, as described above. (Reason: R:C R:D R:(C D))
23. If some description graph has two a-edges from the same node labeled
with the same attribute, merge the two edges, as described above.
(Reason: A:C A:D A:(C D))
24. If some node in a graph has both an a-edge and an r-edge for the same
attribute, then \lift up the r-edge", as described above. (Reason: redges participating in same as restrictions need to be a-edges.)
#
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#
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These normalization rules are well-de ned: Starting with a description
graph the outcome of applying a normalization rule is always a description
graph. In particular, min of an r-edge with attribute is always 0 and max 2
f0; 1g. Furthermore, no rules can force such an r-edge to have llers.
We need to show that the transformations to canonical form do not
change the extension of the graph. The main diculty is in showing that
the merging processes and the lifting do not change the extension.

Lemma 3 Let G = (N; E; r; l) be a description graph with two mergeable

a-edges and let G0 = (N 0 ; E 0 ; r0 ; l0 ) be the result of merging these two a-edges.
Then, G  G0 .
Proof: Let the two edges be (n; n1; A; F1 ) and (n; n2; A; F2 ) and the new
node n0 be n1  n2 .
Choose d 2 GI , and let  be a function from N into the domain of
I satisfying the conditions for extensions (De nition 5) such that (r) =
d. Then (n1 ) = (n2 ) because both are equal to AI ((n)). Let 0 be
the same as  except that 0 (n0 ) = (n1 ) = (n2 ). Then 0 satis es
De nition 5, part 3, for G0 , because we replace n1 and n2 by n0 everywhere,
and the conditions for llers are satis ed for . Moreover, 0 (n0 ) = (n1 ) 2
nI1 \ nI2 , which by Lemma 1 equals (n1  n2 )I ; so part 2 is satis ed too, since
n0 = n1  n2. Finally, if the root is modi ed by the merger, i.e., n1 or n2
is r, say n1 , then d = (n1 ) = 0 (n0 ), so part 1 of the de nition is also
satis ed.
Conversely, given d 2 G0I , let 0 be the function stipulated by Definition 5 such that 0 (r0 ) = d. Let  be the same as 0 except that
4

This rule was missing in [10].
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(n1 ) = (n0 ) and (n2 ) = 0 (n0 ). Then the above argument can be
traversed in reverse to verify that  satis es De nition 5, such that d 2 GI .

Lemma 4 Let n be a node with two mergeable r-edges and let n0 be the node
with these edges merged. Then nI = n0I for every interpretation I .
Proof: Let the two r-edges be (R; m ; M ; F ; G ; ) and (R; m ; M ; F ; G ).
Let d 2 nI . Then there are between m (m ) and M (M ) elements
0
d of the domain such that (d; d0 ) 2 RI . Therefore there are between the
1
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1

1

1

2

2

1

2

2

2

2

maximum of m1 and m2 and the minimum of M1 and M2 elements d0 of the
domain such that (d; d0 ) 2 RI . Furthermore, for all f 2 F1 (f 2 F2 ) there
is a d0 such that (d; d0 ) 2 RI and d0 2 f I . Thus, there are llers of d for all
f 2 F1 [ F2 . Also, all d0 such that (d; d0 ) 2 RI are in GI1 (GI2 ). Therefore,
all d0 such that (d; d0 ) 2 RI are in GI1 \ GI2 , which equals (G1  G2 )I by
Lemma 1. Thus, d 2 n0I .
Let d 2 n0I . Then there are between the maximum of m1 and m2 and the
minimum of M1 and M2 elements d0 of the domain such that (d; d0 ) 2 RI .
Therefore there are between m1 (m2 ) and M1 (M2 ) elements d0 of the domain
such that (d; d0 ) 2 RI . Furthermore, for all f 2 F1 [ F2 there is a d0 such
that (d; d0 ) 2 RI and d0 2 f I . Thus, for all f 2 F1 (f 2 F2 ) there is a d0
such that (d; d0 ) 2 RI and d0 2 f I . Also, all d0 such that (d; d0 ) 2 RI are in
(G1  G2 )I = GI1 \ GI2 . Therefore, all d0 such that (d; d0 ) 2 RI are in GI1
(GI2 ). Hence, d 2 nI .
Lemma 5 Let G = (N; E; r; l) be a description graph with node n and aedge (n; n0 ; A; F ). Suppose n has an associated r-edge (A; l; r; FA ; GA ) and
let G0 = (N 0 ; E 0 ; r0 ; l0 ) be the result of lifting up the r-edge. Then, G  G0 .
Proof: Obviously, it is sucient to show that GIjn = G0Ijn since only the
label of n is changed in G0 and only n obtains an additional a-edge which
point to the graph GA not connected to the rest of G0 . W.l.o.g. we therefore
can assume that n is the root of G, i.e., n = r. Let d 2 GI . Thus, there is
a function  from N into  as speci ed in De nition 5 and an individual e
such that d = (n), e = (n0 ), and (d; e) 2 AI . This implies e 2 GIA . Hence,
there exists a function 0 from GA :Nodes into  for GA and e satisfying
the conditions in De nition 5. Since the sets of nodes of G and GA are
disjoint, we can de ne 00 to be the union of  and 0 , i.e., 00 (m) := (m)
for all nodes m in G and 00 (m) := 0 (m) for all nodes m in GA. Since
by construction for the additional a-edge (n; GA :Root; A; FA ) 2 E 0 we have
(00 (n); 00 (GA:Root)) 2 AI and the conditions on the llers FA are satis ed,
it follows that all conditions in De nition 5 are satis ed for d and G0 , and
thus, d 2 G0I .
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Now let d 2 G0I . Thus, there is a function 00 from N 0 into  according
to De nition 5. Let e := 00 (GA :Root) = 00 (n0 ). Let G00 be the description
graph we obtain from G0 by deleting the nodes corresponding to GA , which
is the same graph as G without the r-edge (A; l; r; FA ; GA ). If we restrict
00 to the nodes of G00 , then it follows d 2 G00I . Furthermore, restricting 00
to the nodes of GA yields e 2 GIA. Since e is the only A-successor of d, we
can conclude d 2 GI .
Lemma 6 Let G = (N; E; r; l) be a description graph with nodes n1 and n2
such that the dom of these nodes is fI g where I is a host individual. Let
G0 = (N 0 ; E 0 ; r0 ; l0 ) be the result of merging n1 and n2 in G. Then, G  G0.
Proof: Let n0 be the result of merging n1 and n2, i.e., n0 = n1  n2.
Choose d 2 GI , and let  be a function from N into the domain satisfying the conditions for extensions (De nition 5) such that (r) = d. Then,
(n1 ) = (n2 ) = I because the dom of n1 and n2 is fI g. Let 0 be the same
as  except that 0 (n0 ) = (n1 ) = (n2 ). Then 0 satis es De nition 5,
part 3, for G0 , because we replace n1 and n2 by n0 everywhere, and the conditions for llers are satis ed for . Moreover, 0 (n0 ) = (n1 ) 2 nI1 \ nI2 ,
which, by Lemma 1, equals (n1  n2 )I ; so part 2 is satis ed too, since
n0 = n1  n2. Finally, if the root is modi ed by the merger, i.e., n1 or n2
is r, say n1 , then d = (n1 ) = 0 (n0 ), so part 1 of the de nition is also
satis ed.
Conversely, given arbitrary d 2 G0I , let 0 be the function stipulated
by De nition 5 such that 0 (r0 ) = d. Let  be the same as 0 except
that (n1 ) = (n0 ) and (n2 ) = 0 (n0 ). Then the above argument can be
traversed in reverse to verify that  satis es De nition 5, so that d 2 GI .
Having dealt with the issue of merging and lifting, it is now easy to verify
that \normalization" does not a ect the meaning of description graphs.
Theorem 2 If G is a description graph and G0 is the corresponding canonical description graph, then G and G0 are equivalent, i.e., G  G0 .
An example of the canonical description graph shown in Figure 1 is
given in Figure 2. In this example all r-edges are lifted since there are
corresponding a-edges. Thus, all nodes contain only atoms and no r-edges
anymore.

3.5 Subsumption Algorithm

The nal part of the subsumption process is checking to see if a canonical
description graph is subsumed by a concept description. It turns out that it
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fINTEGER; >H g
seats

seats

fModel; >C g
model

manufacturer

fManufacturer; >C g
manufacturer

f>C g

Figure 2: The canonical description graph for Car where the components
for individuals as well as > are omitted
is not necessary to turn the potential subsumer into a canonical description
graph.
Algorithm 1 (Subsumption Algorithm) Given a description D and description graph G = (N; E; r; l), subsumes?(D; G) is de ned to be true if and
only if any of the following conditions hold:
1. The description graph G is marked incoherent.
2. D is >.
3. D is a concept name, >C , or >H and is an element of the atoms of r.
4. D is ( n R) and i) some r-edge of r has R as its role and min greater
than or equal to n; or ii) n = 0 and r has >C in its atoms.
5. D is ( n R) and some r-edge of r has R as its role and max less than
or equal to n.
6. D is R : I , for a role R, and some r-edge of r has role R and llers
including I .
7. D is A : I , for an attribute A, and some a-edge from r has attribute
A and llers including I .
8. D is fI1 : : : In g and the dom of r is a subset of fI1 : : : In g.
9. D is A1    An # B1    Bm and r has >C in its atoms, and there are
paths with attribute-label A1    An and B1    Bm in G starting from
r and ending at the same node.
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10. D is 8R:C , for a role R, and i) some r-edge of r has R as its role
and G0 as its restriction graph and, further, subsumes?(C; G0 ); or ii)
subsumes?(C; G(>)) and r has >C in its atoms. (Reason: R: only
requires the possibility that R be applicable to an object, which is absent for
host values.)
8

>

11. D is 8A:C , for an attribute A, and i) some a-edge of G is of the
form (r; r0 ; A; F ), and subsumes?(C; (N; E; r0 )); or ii) some r-edge of
r has A as its attribute and G0 as its restriction graph and, further,
subsumes?(C; G0 ); or iii) subsumes?(C; G(>)) and r has >C in its
atoms.
12. D is C u E and both subsumes?(C; G) and subsumes?(E; G) are true.

In the next section we will proof soundness and completeness of the
subsumption algorithm.
In [10], it has been shown that the canonical description graph G of a
concept description C can be constructed in time polynomial in the size of
C . Furthermore, Algorithm 1 runs in time polynomial in the size of G and
D. It is not hard to see that the changes presented here do not increase
the complexity. Thus, soundness and completeness of the subsumption algorithm provides us with the following corollary.

Corollary 1 Subsumption for

Classic concept descriptions C , D , where
attributes are interpreted as partial functions, can be decided in time polynomial in the size of C and D.

3.6 Soundness and Completeness of the Subsumption Algorithm

The soundness of this algorithm is fairly obvious, so we shall not dwell on it.
The structure of the proof of completeness is similar to that in [10]. We show
that if Algorithm 1 returns false then there is an interpretation I and an
element of the domain of I such that this element is in the extension of D but
not in the one for G. To be more precise, we de ne a set of interpretations,
so-called graphical worlds, for the canonical description graph G (not marked
incoherent) such that the root of the graphical world (the distinguished
element) is in the extension of G. In order to show completeness, we then
prove that one can pick a graphical world for G such that the distinguished
element of this world does not belong to the extension of D.
A common operation is to merge two interpretations.
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De nition 8 Let I and I be two interpretations. The merge of I and
I , I  I , is an interpretation with classic realm the disjoint union of the
classic realm of I and the classic realm of I . The extension of atomic
names, roles, attributes, and classic individuals in I  I is the disjoint
union of their extensions in I and I . Note that the host realm and the
1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

1

2

2

interpretation of host concept names and host individuals is the same for all
interpretations.
It is easy to show that the extension of a concept description, a description graph, or a node in I1  I2 is the union (disjoint union for the classic
realm) of its extensions in I1 and I2 .
Another operation is to add new domain elements to an interpretation.
These new domain elements must be in the classic realm. The extension of
all atomic concept names, roles, attributes, and classic individuals remain
the same except that the new domain elements belong to some arbitrary set
of atomic concept names (classic individuals) and have some arbitrary set
of successors for each role (attribute). Again, for Classic it is easy to show
that a domain element of the original world is in an extension in the original
world i it is in the extension in the augmented world.
A nal operation is to add to some individual role successors for a role
or attribute which is not restricted in any way by the concepts to which the
individual belongs. We now de ne the set of graphical worlds for canonical
description graphs which are not marked incoherent as well as nodes of such
graphs.
Given a node, n, that is not marked as incoherent, we construct the
graphical worlds for n as follows:
1. If the atoms of n are precisely >, then n can have no r-edges, because
the only constructs that cause r-edges to be created also add >C to
the atoms. Furthermore, dom must be > because otherwise the atoms
of n would contain >C or >H . Any interpretation, with any domain
element the distinguished domain element, is a graphical world for n.
2. If the atoms of n include >H , then n can have no r-edges. If dom
is > then any interpretation, with distinguished element any domain
element exactly in the extension of all the atoms of n, is a graphical
world for n. This is is possible because of the normalization rule 10
for canonical description graphs. If dom is not > then dom can only
contain host individuals that are elements of any host concept in the
set of atoms of n. In this case, all interpretations with distinguished
element one of the elements in dom are graphical worlds for n.
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3. If the atoms of n include >C , then for each r-edge, (R; m; M; F; G),
in n, construct between m and M pairwise disjoint graphical worlds
for G. This can be done for any number between m and M because
m  M and if m > 0 then G is not incoherent, and if G is marked
incoherent then M = 0. Let S denote the set of distinguished elements
of the constructed worlds. For each ller f in F we require that there
is an element in S that belongs to the extension of f . In the following,
we verify that such a set S can be constructed:
(a) If G is incoherent, then F is the empty set and S := ; satis es
the conditions.
(b) Assume the root of G has >H in its atoms. By assumption, the
intersection of the extensions of the atoms is in nite.
i) Thus, if dom of the root of G is >, then pairwise distinct
element can be chosen. Furthermore, since n is coherent F is
a subset of each extension of an atom of the root of G and the
cardinality of F is less or equal m. Thus, we can construct a set
S satisfying the required conditions.
ii) If the dom of G is not >, then dom consists of host individuals.
Since n is not marked incoherent the cardinality of the dom is
at least M . Therefore, again, the distinguished elements of the
graphical worlds can be chosen pairwise distinct. Furthermore,
since F is a subset of dom of the root of G and m is greater or
equal to the cardinality of F , the set S of distinguished elements
can be chosen such that it contains F .
(c) Assume, G has >C in its root. Then, the distinguished elements
for the graphical worlds of G can be de ned to be pairwise distinct. If F is not empty, then for each ller f in F one can choose
one distinguished element to be in the extension of f . Since, if
dom is not >, the llers F are a subset of dom and we de ne the
distinguished elements to be contained in one of the extensions
of the classic individuals in the llers. All other distinguished
elements can be de ned to be in the extensions of one classic individual in dom if dom is not > and otherwise, if dom is >, there
are de ned to be not contained in any extension of an individual.
Now merge all the graphical worlds for each r-edge into one interpretation. Add some new domain elements such that one of them satis es
the following conditions:
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(a) It is in exactly the extensions of the atoms of n;
(b) if dom is not >, then it is in one of the extensions of the classic
individuals in dom; and
(c) it has as successors for each R exactly the distinguished elements
S of the appropriate graphical worlds (see above).
It is easy to see that the resulting world is a graphical world for n.
Although, we have shown that R-successors can be constructed for
any number between m and M , in graphical worlds the number of
such successors of distinguished elements of nodes should only be m.
However, in some cases in the proof of completeness we will need to
extend the number of R-successors for particular elements.
Given a canonical description graph, G = (N; E; r; l), that is not marked
incoherent, we construct the graphical worlds for G as follows:
1. For each node n 2 N construct a graphical world for n. This can be
done because none of them are marked incoherent. Note that in an
canonical description graph all a-edges pointing to a single node have
the same value for their llers, and that if this is not the empty set,
then the node has this as the value for its dom. Thus, the distinguished
elements of the graphical worlds corresponding to a node not only
satisfy the restrictions on the dom on the node but also the restrictions
on the llers in a-edges pointing to this node.
2. Merge these graphical worlds.
3. Modify the resulting world I so that for each (n1 ; n2 ; A; F ) 2 E the
A-successor for the distinguished node of the graphical world from
n1 is the distinguished node of the graphical world from n2 . Make
the distinguished element of r be the distinguished element of I . As
mentioned above, the distinguished element in n2 is an element of
the extension of F (since n1 is consistent F contains at most one
individual). Furthermore, note that the distinguished element in the
graphical world of n1 has no A-successor since n1 has no r-edge with
label A (normalization rule 24).
It is easy to show that the distinguished node of I is in the extension of G.
Now we can show the nal part of the result.
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Theorem 3 Let D be a Classic description and G a canonical description

graph. Then, if subsumes?(D; G) yields false then G is not subsumed by D.

Proof: Assume subsumes?(D; G) indicates that G is not subsumed by D.

We show that there are some graphical worlds for G such that their distinguished domain elements are not in the extension of D.
Remember that if the subsumption algorithm indicates that G is not
subsumed by D, G must not be marked as incoherent and thus there are
graphical worlds for G.
The proof proceeds by structural induction on D. Let G := (N; E; r; l).

 If D is >C or >H , then the distinguished domain elements will be in
the wrong realm. If D is >, then it is not possible for the subsumption

algorithm to indicate a non-subsumption. In each case any graphical
world for G has the property that its distinguished domain element is
not in the extension of D.
 If D is an atomic concept name then D does not occur in the atoms
of r. By construction, in any graphical world for G the distinguished
domain element will not be in the extension of D.
 If D is a pre-de ned host concept name then again D does not occur
in the atoms of r. We distinguish two cases:
1. If dom of r is > then the distinguished elements of all graphical
worlds of G are exactly in the atoms of r by construction.
2. If dom of r is not > then dom contains only host individuals.
Thus, all distinguished elements of graphical worlds for G are
some of the host individuals in dom. Since D is not in the atoms
of r the normalization rule 12 ensures that not all of these host
individuals are in the extension of the atoms of r. Thus, there
is at least one graphical world for G such that its distinguished
element is not in the extension of D.
 If D is of the form ( n R) then n > 0 and either the r-edge from r
labeled with R has min less than n or there is no such r-edge.
In the former case all distinguished elements of graphical worlds for
G have less then n R-successors. Thus, the distinguished elements of
these worlds are not in the extension of D.
In the latter case, again, all distinguished elements of graphical worlds
for G have less then n R-successors, since the number of R-successors
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is 0 < n. Thus, the distinguished elements of these worlds are not in
the extension of D.
 If D is of the form ( n R) then either the r-edge from r labeled with
R has max greater than n (including 1) or there is no such r-edge.
In the former case one can extend graphical worlds for G such that
the distinguished nodes have at least n + 1 successors for R, because
n is less than the max on the r-edge for R, and thus the distinguished
node is not in the extension of D.
In the latter case, one can extend graphical worlds for G such that the
distinguished nodes have any number of successors for R. Those with
n + 1 successors have the property that their distinguished node is not
in the extension of D.
 If D is of the form R : I then either the r-edge from r labeled with R
does not have ller I or there is no such r-edge.
In the former case the cardinality of the dom of the distinguished node
of the description graph of this r-edge is greater than the min, m, of
the r-edge, or the dom does not include I .
If the dom does not include I , then all graphical worlds for the node
have their distinguished element not in the extension of I , as required.
If the dom does include I , there are at least m elements of the dom
besides I , and the successors of the r-edge are a subset of the set of
these elements. There are thus graphical worlds for G that use only
these elements, as required.
In the latter case, all distinguished elements of graphical worlds for G
have no R-successors. Obviously, these distinguished elements are not
in the extension of D.
 If D is of the form A : I then we distinguish two cases:
1. The root of G has no a-edge with label A. If G has an r-edge
with label A then we know that the min component of this r-edge
is 0. Thus, in any case, all distinguished elements of graphical
worlds for G have no A-successors. Obviously, the distinguished
elements for these graphical worlds for G are not in the extension
of D.
2. If the root r has an a-edge labeled with A then the node pointed
to by the a-edge cannot have as its dom the singleton consisting of I . Therefore there are graphical worlds for G that have
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their distinguished node A-successor not in the extension of I , as
required.
3. If the root has an r-edge labeled with A then the graphical worlds
for G can be de ned as in the case of R : I .
 If D is of the form A1    An # B1 : : : Bm again several cases arise.
1. If the paths A1 ; : : : ; An and B1 ; : : : ; Bm exist in G starting from r
but end at di erent nodes n1 and n2 , then use graphical worlds in
which the domain elements for these two nodes are di erent. This
is obviously possible if the distinguished elements of n1 , n2 can be
chosen in di erent realms, if the atoms of n1 , n2 contain >C , or
if dom of at least one of these nodes is >. Otherwise, the atoms
of r contain >H and dom is a set of host individuals. Because of
normalization rule 21 and 19 we know that dom of both nodes
are not the same singletons. Consequently, if the dom of both
nodes is a singleton then the distinguished elements of graphical
worlds for these nodes are distinct. Otherwise, at least one dom
contains more than one host individual, say the dom for n1 . This
implies that there is no a-edge to n1 with a ller. Therefore, there
are graphical worlds for G such that the distinguished elements
corresponding to n1 and n2 are distinct.
Thus, in all cases the distinguished elements of the constructed
worlds are not in the extension of D.
2. If one of the paths A1 ; : : : ; An and B1 ; : : : ; Bm does not exist
in G starting from r then in all graphical worlds the image of
one of the chains A1    An or B1    Bm is not de ned for the
distinguished element. Thus, the distinguished element is not in
the extension of D. Note that successors of attributes are not
required by r-edges since the min component is always 0.

 If D is of the form D u D then the subsumption algorithm must
1

2

indicate that G is not subsumed by at least one of D1 or D2 . By the
inductive hypothesis, we get some graphical worlds of G where the
distinguished domain elements are not in the extension of D1 or not
in the extension of D2 , and thus are not in the extension of D.
 If D is of the form 8R:C , where R is a role, then two cases arise.
1. If subsumes?(C; G(>)) then >C is not in the atoms of r. Thus,
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there are some graphical worlds for G whose distinguished element is in the host realm, and thus not in the extension of D.
2. Otherwise, either there is an r-edge from r with role R and description graph H such that subsumes?(C; H ) is false or there is
no r-edge from r with role R. Note that the extension of C is not
the entire domain, and thus must be a subset of either the host
realm or the classic realm.
In the former case H is not marked incoherent (or else the subsumption could not be false) and the max on the r-edge cannot
be 0. Thus, there is graphical world for H whose distinguished
element is not in the extension of C and one can extend a graphical world for G such that the distinguished element uses this
distinguished element for H as distinguished domain element Rsuccessors. In these graphical worlds for G the distinguished element is not in the extension of D.
In the latter case, extend graphical worlds for G such that they
have some distinguished node R-successor in the wrong realm. In
these graphical worlds for G the distinguished element is not in
the extension of D.
 If D is of the form 8A:C , where A is an attribute, then four cases arise.
1. If subsumes?(C; G(>)) then >C is not in the atoms of r. Then
there are some graphical worlds for G whose distinguished element is in the host realm, and thus, not in the extension of D.
2. There is no a-edge and r-edge from r with attribute A. Extend
graphical worlds for G such that they have some distinguished
node A-successor in the wrong realm. In these graphical worlds
for G the distinguished element is not in the extension of D.
3. There is an a-edge from r with attribute A to some other node r0
such that subsumes?(C; H ) is false, where H = (N; E; r0 ). Note
that the extension of C is not the entire domain, and thus, must
be a subset of either the host realm or the classic realm.
We know H is not marked incoherent, because G is not marked
incoherent. Thus, there are graphical worlds for H whose distinguished element is not in the extension of C . Given any graphical world for H , a graphical world for G can be formed simply
by changing the distinguished domain element. If the original
graphical world's distinguished element is not in the extension of
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C , then the new graphical world's distinguished element will not
be in the extension of D, as required.
4. If r has an r-edge with attribute A then graphical worlds can be
constructed as in the case of 8R:C .
This complete the proof of Theorem 3.

4 Computing the lcs in Classic
In this section, we will show that the lcs of two Classic concept descriptions
can be stated in terms of a product of canonical description graphs.
A similar result has been proved in [18] for a sublanguage of Classic,
which only allows for atomic concept names, concept conjunction, value
restrictions, and same-as equalities. In particular, this sublanguage does
not allow for inconsistent concept descriptions (which, for example, can be
expressed by con icting number-restrictions). Furthermore, the semantics
of the description graphs de ned in [18] is not well-de ned: their graphs
do not have a recursive structure such that cycles in a graph lead to cyclic
statements concerning the extension of the graph.
In the following, we rst de ne the product of description graphs. Then,
we show that for given concept descriptions C and D the lcs is equivalent
to a description graph obtained as product of GC and GD .

4.1 The Product of Description Graphs

A description graph represents the constraints that must be satis ed by all
individuals in the extension of the graph. Intuitively, the product of two
description graphs is the intersection of these constraints|as the product of
nite automata corresponds to the intersection of the words accepted by the
automata. Moreover, the intersection of constraints, intuitively, describes
the lcs of concepts.5

De nition 9 Let G = (N ; E ; r ; l ) and G = (N ; E ; r ; l ) be two de1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

scription graphs where the recursive set of nodes of these graphs are disjoint.
Then, the product G = (N; E; r; l) of the two graphs (G1  G2 for short) is
recursively de ned as follows:
5
In [4], the lcs for cyclic ALN -concept description is de ned in terms of the intersection

of regular languages, which corresponds to the product of nite automata. In [20, 18], the
correspondence between the lcs and the product of nite automata has been pointed out
as well.
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1. N := N1  N2 ;
2. r := (r1 ; r2 );
3. E :=f((n1 ; n2 ); (m1 ; m2 ); A; min(l1 ; l2 ); max(r1 ; r2 ); F1 \ F2 ) j
(n1 ; m1 ; A; l1 ; r1 ; F1 ) 2 E1 and (n2 ; m2 ; A; l2 ; r2 ; F2 ) 2 E2 g;
4. Let n1 2 N1 and n2 2 N2 . If l1 (n1 ) = ?, then let l((n1 ; n2 )) := l2 (n2 )
and, analogously, if l2 (n2 ) = ? then l((n1 ; n2 )) := l1 (n1 ). Otherwise
if l1 (n1 ) = (S1 ; D1 ; H1 ) and l2 (n2 ) = (S2 ; D2 ; H2 ) then l((n1 ; n2 )) :=
(S; D; H ) where
(a) S := S1 \ S2 ;
(b) If D1 = >, then D := D2 ; if D2 = > then D := D1 ; otherwise
D := D1 [ D2 .
(c) H := (R; min(l1; l2 ); max(r1 ; r2 ); F1 F2 ; G1 G2 )
(R; l1; r1 ; F1 ; G1 ) H1 , (R; l2 ; r2 ; F2 ; G2 ) H2
(A; 0; 1; F1 F2 ; G1 n1 G2 ) (n1 ; n1 ; A; F1 ) E1 , (A; l2 ; r2 ; F2 ; G2 )
H2
(A; 0; 1; F1 F2 ; G1 G2 n2 ) (A; l1 ; r1 ; F1 ; G1 ) H1 , (n2 ; n2 ; A; F2 )
E2 .
f
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Note that since attributes can occur both in r-edges and a-edges we have
to consider not only the product of restriction graphs but also the product
of a description graph and G1 , G2 rooted at certain nodes.

4.2 Computing the lcs

In this section, we will show how the lcs can be computed using the product
of description graphs. W.l.o.g. we can assume that the product of two
description graphs is connected (see Section 3.3). The main theorem is:

Theorem 4 Let C and C be two concept descriptions, and let G and G
be corresponding canonical description graphs. Then, CG1 G2  lcs(C ; C ).
Proof. First, we show that C := CG1G2 subsumes C (by symmetry this
1

2

1

2

1

1

2

also holds for C2 ). For this purpose, we show by induction over the size of
G1 and G2 that subsumes?(C 0; G1 ) for every conjunct C 0 in C . Let G1 =
(N1 ; E1 ; r1 ; l1 ), G2 = (N2 ; E2 ; r2 ; l2 ), and let G = (N; E; r; l) be G1  G2 .
According to the de nition of C (Section 3.3) we distinguish two cases:
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1. Same-as: If this part is equal to >, then there is nothing to show. Let
C 0 = v # w be a conjunct in C . Then, by de nition of C there are two
paths in G from the root (r1 ; r2 ) to a node (n1 ; n2 ) with attribute-label
v and w, respectively (v = w is allowed). By De nition of the product
of graphs this implies that there are two paths from r1 to n1 in G1
with attribute-label v and w, respectively. Thus, subsumes?(C 0; G1 ).
2. Nodes and a-edges: Let n = (n1 ; n2 ) be a node in G. Then, since G
is connected, it follows from the de nition of the product of description graphs that there is a path from r1 to n1 with attribute-label
al(n) in G1 . Now, let ((n1; n2); (m1 ; m2 ); A; F ) 2 E . Then, by de nition of G we know that (n1; m1 ; A; F1 ) 2 E1 where F  F1 . Thus,
for f 2 F it follows subsumes?(A : f; G1jn1 ). We now show that
subsumes?(Cn; G1 jn1 ). Then, by the de nition of subsumes? we can
infer
"
#





subsumes?(8al(n): Cn u (n;m;A;F
u )2E fu2F (A : f ) ; G1)

which then completes the proof that C subsumes C1 . In order to show
subsumes?(Cn; G1 jn1 ) we show that subsumes?(D0 ; G1 jn1 ) for every
conjunct D0 in Cn . If l(n) = ?, then this implies l1 (n1 ) = ? by de nition of G. Thus, subsumes?(Cn; G1 jn1 ). If l2 (n2 ) = ?, then by definition l(n) = lN1 (n1 ) which also implies subsumes?(Cn; G1 jn1 ). Otherwise, according to the de nition of  we distinguish three cases. Let
l1(n1 ) = (S1 ; D1 ; H1 ), l2 (n2 ) = (S2 ; D2 ; H2 ), and let l(n) = (S; D; H ).
(a) If S = ;, then D0 = > which implies subsumes?(D0 ; G1 jn1 ). By
de nition of l we know S  S1 . Thus, for S 6= ; we also have
subsumes?(Eu2S E; G1 jn1 ).
(b) If D = >, then it follows subsumes?(D; G1jn1 ) immediately. Otherwise, by de nition of l(n) we know D  D1 , which again shows
subsumes?(D; G1jn1 ).
(c) Let (R; min; max; F; G0 ) 2 H . According to the de nition of l we
distinguish three cases:
i) There are r-edges (R; k1 ; s1 ; F1 ; G01 ) 2 H1 , (R; k2 ; s2 ; F2 ; G02 ) 2
H2 such that min  k1 and max  s1 . Furthermore, F 
F1 . This implies subsumes?(( min R) u ( max R) u fu
(R :
2F
f ); G1jn1 ). Finally, it is G0 = G01  G02. By the induction hypothesis this means subsumes?(CG0 ; G01 ). Thus, by de nition of
subsumes? we know subsumes?(8R:CG0 ; G1 jn1 ).
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ii) There is an r-edge (A; k1 ; s1 ; F1 ; G01 ) 2 H1 and an a-edge
(n2 ; n02 ; A; F2 ) 2 E2 such that min = 0 and max = s1 . Furthermore, F  F1 . This implies subsumes?(fu
(A : f ); G1 jn1 ).
2F
Finally, it is G0 = G01  G2 jn2 . By the induction hypothesis this
means subsumes?(CG0 ; G01 ). Thus, by de nition of subsumes?
we know subsumes?(8A:CG0 ; G1 jn1 ).
iii) There is an a-edge (n1 ; n01 ; A; F1 ) 2 E1 as well as an r-edge
(A; k2 ; s2 ; F2 ; G02 ) 2 H2 such that min = 0 and max = s2 . Furthermore, F  F1 . This implies subsumes?(fu
(A : f ); G1 jn1 ).
2F
Finally, it is G0 = G1 jn01  G02 . By the induction hypothesis this
means subsumes?(CG0 ; G1 jn01 ). Thus, by de nition of subsumes?
we know subsumes?(8R:CG0 ; G1 jn1 ).
We now show by induction over the size of D, C1 , and C2 that if D
subsumes C1 and C2 then D subsumes C : We distinguish di erent cases
according to the de nition of \subsumes?". Let G1 = (N1 ; E1 ; r1 ; l1 ) denote
the canonical description graph of C1 , G2 = (N2 ; E2 ; r2 ; l2 ) the canonical
description graph of C2 , and G = (N; E; r; l) = G1  G2 . In the following we assume that C1 v D and C2 v D, thus, subsumes?(D; G1 ) and
subsumes?(D; G2 ). We show that subsumes?(D; G):
1. If G is incoherent or D = >, then there is nothing to show.
2. If D is a concept name, >C , >H , lls, one-of, or a number-restriction
then by de nition of the label of r and its a-edges and r-edges it is
easy to see that subsumes?(D; G).
3. If D is v # w, then there exist nodes n1 in G1 and n2 in G2 such that
there are two paths from r1 to n1 with label v and w, respectively,
as well as two paths from r2 to n2 with label v and w. Then, by
the de nition of G it is easy to see that there are two paths from
r = (r1 ; r2 ) to (n1 ; n2 ) with label v and w, respectively. This shows
subsumes?(D; G).
4. If D is 8R:C , R role or attribute, then i) r1 and r2 have r-edges with
role or attribute R and restriction graphs G01 and G02 , respectively,
such that subsumes?(C; G01 ) and subsumes?(C; G02 ), or (w.o.l.g.)
ii) r1 has an a-edge pointing to n1 with attribute R (G01 := G1 jn1 ) and
r2 has an r-edge with restriction graph G02 such that subsumes?(C; G01)
and subsumes?(C; G02 ). In both of these cases, we know by induction
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subsumes?(C; G01  G02 ). Furthermore, by de niton of G there is an
r-edge with role R and restriction graph G01  G02 for r. This implies
subsumes?(D; G).
Now, iii) assume that r1 and r2 have a-edges with attribute R leading to nodes n1 and n2 , respectively, and subsumes?(C; G1 jn1 ) and
subsumes?(C; G2 jn2 ). By induction we know subsumes?(C; G1 jn1 
G2jn2 ). It is easy to see that Gj(n1;n2 ) = G1 jn1  G2jn2 . Furthermore, by de nition there is an a-edge with attribute R from (r1 ; r2 ) to
(n1 ; n2 ) in G. This shows subsumes?(D; G).
iv) Finally, we have to consider the case that (w.o.l.g.) r1 has no
r-edge and no a-edge with role or attribute R. Then, this implies
subsumes?(C; G(>)) and r1 has >C in its atoms. Furthermore, since
subsumes?(D; G2) we know that r2 has >C in its atoms: by de nition
of description graphs if r2 has an r-edge, then >C is an atom of r2 ; by
de nition of subsumes? if r2 has no r-edge and no a-edge with role or
attribute R, then >C belongs to the atoms of r2 as well. This means
that G has >C in its root (r1 ; r2 ) and thus, subsumes?(D; G).
5. If D is C u E , then by de nition of the subsumption algorithm we
know subsumes?(C; G1 ) and subsumes?(C; G2 ). By induction we
have subsumes?(C; G), and analogously, subsumes?(E; G). Thus,
subsumes?(D; G).
As stated in Section 3.5 the canonical description graph for a Classic
concept description can be computed in time polynomial in the size of the
concept description. Furthermore, it is not hard to verify that the product of
two description graphs can be computed in time polynomial in the size of the
graphs. In addition, the concept description corresponding to a description
graph can be computed in time polynomial in the size of the graph. Thus,
as a consequence of Theorem 4 we obtain

Corollary 2 The lcs of two Classic concept descriptions always exists and
can be computed in time polynomial in the size of the concept descriptions.

We now show that this is not true if one is interested in the lcs of a
sequence of concept descriptions since the lcs of such a sequence might
be exponential in the size of the sequence. As a result, an algorithm
computing the lcs of a sequence of concept descriptions is at least exponential. Such an exponential time algorithm can easily be speci ed since
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Aj , j 6= i

Ai

Aj , j 6= i

Ai

Figure 3: The canonical description graph for Di without atoms, dom, redges, and llers.

lcs(D1 ; : : : ; Dn ) = lcs(Dn; lcs(Dn 1 ; lcs(   lcs(D2 ; D1 )   ); one only needs
to iterate the algorithm for computing the lcs of two concept descriptions.
We will prove that the size of the lcs of a sequence might be exponential
in the size of the descriptions in the sequence. To do so, we take an example
proposed in [20], although in that case total attributes are assumed.

Proposition 1 For all integers n  2 there exists a sequence D ; : : : ; Dn of
1

concept descriptions such that the size of every Classic concept
description equivalent to lcs(D1 ; : : : ; Dn ) is at least exponential in n where
the size of the Di 0 s is linear in n.

Classic

Proof: For a given n the concept descriptions Di are de ned as follows:
Di := ju6 i(" # Aj ) u ju6 i(Ai # AiAj ) u (" # Ai Ai )
=

=

where A1 ; : : : ; An denote attributes. The canonical description graph for
Di is depicted in Figure 3.
Using Algorithm 1 it is easy to see that Di v v # w i the number of
Ai 0 s in v and the number of Ai0 s in w are equal modulo 2 where v; w are
words over fA1 ; : : : ; An g. This implies that
for all 1  i  n the number of Ai 0 s (1)
in v and the number of Ai 0 s in w are
equal modulo 2.
Let s  f1; : : : ; ng be a non-empty set. We de ne vs := Ai1    Aik where
i1 <    < ik are the elements of s and ws := A3i1 A3i2    A3ik with Aj 3 :=
Aj Aj Aj . Now let E be the lcs of D1 ; : : : ; Dn and GE the corresponding
canonical description graph with root r. From (1) we know that for every
s  f1; : : : ; ng it is E v vs # ws . Algorithm 1 implies that the paths from
r in GE labelled vs and ws exist and that they lead to the same node qs.

D1; : : : ; Dn v v # w i
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Assume, there are non-empty subsets s; t of f1; : : : ; ng, s 6= t, such that
qs = qt . This would imply E v vs # vt in contradiction to (1). Thus, s 6= t
implies qs 6= qt . Since there are 2n 1 non-empty subsets of f1; : : : ; ng this
shows that GE contains at least 2n 1 nodes. Finally, as GE is linear in the
size of E this completes the proof of the proposition.

5 The Lcs for Same-as and Total Attributes
In the previous sections, attributes were interpreted as partial functions. In
this section, we will present the signi cant changes occurring when considering total functions instead of partial functions. More precisely, we will look
at a sublanguage S of classic that only allows for concept conjunction and
same-as equalities, but where we have the general assumption:

Attributes are interpreted as total functions.
We restrict our attention to the language S in order to concentrate on

the changes caused by going from partial to total functions. However, we
strongly conjecture that the results represented here can easily be transfered
to classic by extending the description graphs for S as in Section 4.
First, we shall show that in S the lcst of two concept descriptions does not
always exist. Then, we will present a polynomial decision algorithm for the
existence of an lcst of two concept descriptions. Finally, it will be shown that
if the lcst of two concept descriptions exists, then it might be exponential
in the size of the given concept descriptions and it can be computed in
exponential time. Note that the later result considerably generalizes the
original result in [20], which only provides an exponential size for the lcst of
a sequence of n concept descriptions.
In the sequel, we will simply refer to the lcst by lcs. Since throughout
the section attributes are always assumed to be total, this does not lead to
any confusion.
A useful observation for understanding the proofs in this section is that
for total attributes we have (u # v) vt (uw # vw) for any u; w; v 2
A, where A is the set of nite words over A, the nite set of attribute
names. Throughout this section, attributes are always denoted by small
letters a; b; c; d.

5.1 The Existence of the Lcs

In this section, we shall prove that the lcs of two concept descriptions in S
does not always exist. However, there is always an in nite representation of
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the lcs, which will be used in the next section to characterize the existence
of the lcs.
To accomplish the above, we return to the graph-based characterization
of subsumption proposed in [10] | the one modi ed for partial attributes
in Section 3. For a concept description C , let GC denote the corresponding
canonical description graph, as de ned in Section 3.4. Its semantics is speci ed as in Section 3.1, although now the set of interpretations is restricted
to allow attributes to be interpreted as total functions only.
Since S contains no atomic concepts and does not allow for value-restrictions, the nodes in GC do not contain atomic concepts and the set of r-edges
is empty. Therefore, GC can be de ned by the triple (N; E; n0 ) where N is
a nite set of nodes, E is a nite set over N  A  N , and n0 is the root of
the graph.
According to [10], subsumption C vt D of concept descriptions C and
D in S can be decided with the following algorithm subsumest?(D; GC ),
which also provides us with a characterization of t-subsumption.6
Algorithm 2 Let C , D be concept descriptions in S , and GC = (N; E; n0 )
be the canonical description graph of C . Then, subsumest ?(D; GC ) is dened to be true if and only if one of the following conditions hold:
1. D is v # w and there are words v0 , w0 , and u over A such that v = v0 u
and w = w0 u, and there are rooted paths in GC labeled v0 , resp. w0 ,
ending at the same node.
2. D is D1 u D2 and both subsumest ?(D1 ; GC ) and subsumest ?(D2 ; GC )
are true.
The main Theorem of this section is
Theorem 5 There are concept descriptions in S such that the lcs of these
concept descriptions does not exist in S .
This result corrects the statement in [20] that the lcs always exists, a statement that inadvertently assumed that attributes were partial, not total.
To prove the theorem above, consider the two concept descriptions
C0 := a # b
D0 := a # ac u b # bc u ad # bd
It will be shown that they do not have an lcs in S . The graphs for these
concepts are depicted in Figure 4. Intuitively, note that for an lcs E of C0
Note that subsumest? as introduced here is di erent from the algorithm presented in
Section 3.5 since we restricted the set of possible interpretations.
6
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GC0 :

GD0 :

a
b

a
b

c
d
d
c

Figure 4: The canonical graphs for C0 and D0
and D0 we have

E vt v # w i

v = w or there exists a nonnegative integer (2)
n and u 2 A such that v = acn du and w =
bcndu or vice versa,

which is no longer a regular structure. In fact, using Algorithm 2, one can
show that no nite description graph can be equivalent to E :
Let GE be the canonical graph for E with root n0 and let vn := acn d,
wn := bcnd for all nonnegative integers n. By (2) it follows subsumest?(vn #
wn; GE ). Thus, for all n there exists a node qn in GE as well as vn0 , wn0 , and
u such that vn = vn0 u, wn = wn0 u, and there are two rooted paths to qn with
label vn0 and wn0 , respectively. If u 6= " then vn0 = acm and wn0 = bcm for some
nonnegative integer m. But then we know subsumest ?(acm # bcm ; GE ), and
thus, E v acm # bcm , which is a contradiction to (2). This implies, u = ".
Since GE is a nite graph, there exist n < m such that qn = qm . Thus,
by de nition of qn and qm , there exists a path from n0 to qn with label
vn and a path from n0 to qn with label wm. This shows, subsumes?(vn #
wm ; GE ), and hence, E v vn # wm , which is again a contradiction to (2).
Consequently, there is no lcs for the concept descriptions C0 and D0 .
However one can prove that there always exists an in nite description
graph representing the lcs. Such an in nite graph will then be used in
Theorem 6 to characterize the existence of an lcs. In particular, from the
in nite description graph representing the lcs of C0 and D0 in the example,
one can deduce that there exists no lcs for these two concept descriptions.
So, one could dispense with the proof just presented. Nevertheless, it gives
a rst idea of how the following more general statements can be shown.
An in nite description graph G is de ned by a triple (N; E; n0 ), as in
the case of ordinary, nite description graphs, except that the set of nodes
N and the set of edges E might be in nite. The semantics of these graphs is
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de ned as for nite graphs in Section 3.1. Furthermore, in nite graphs are
translated into concept descriptions as follows: take an (in nite) spanning
tree T of G, and, as in the nite case, for every edge of G not contained
in it, add to CG a same-as equality. (The translation is simpler than the
one in Section 3.3 because we are dealing with t-attributes.) Note, however,
that such translations might yield concept descriptions with an in nite number of conjunctions (thus, in nite concept descriptions). The semantics of
such concept descriptions is de ned in the obvious way. Analogously to
Lemma 2, one can show that an (in nite) graph G and its corresponding
concept description CG are equivalent, i.e., CG t G.
We call an (in nite) description graph G deterministic if and only if for
every node n in G and every attribute a 2 A there is at most one a-successor
for n in G. The graph G is called complete if for every node n in G and
every attribute a 2 A there is (at least) one a-successor for n in G. For a
deterministic and complete (in nite) description graph and a word v 2 A
there is exactly one path labeled v in G from the root n0 to one node n.
Furthermore, if there is a path between two nodes n, n0 , then there is exactly
one path. As before, we write nvn0 2 G to say that there is a path in G
from n to n0 labeled v.
Obviously, Algorithm 2 can be generalized to in nite description graphs
GC . Thus, we can conclude:
Corollary 3 Let G = (N; E; n0 ) be a deterministic and complete (in nite)
description graph and v; w 2 A . Then,

G vt v # w i

n0 vn 2 G and n0 wn 2 G for some node n:

We shall construct an (in nite) graph representing the lcs of two concept
descriptions in S as the product of the so-called completed canonical graphs.
This in nite representation of the lcs will be used later on to characterize
the existence of an lcs in S , i.e., the existence of a nite representation of
the lcs.
We now de ne the completion of a graph. Let G be an (in nite) description graph. The graph G0 is an extension of G if for every node n in G and
for every attribute a 2 A such that n has no outgoing edges labeled a, a new
node mn;a is added, as well as an edge (n; a; mn;a ). Now, let G0 ; G1 ; G2 ; : : :
be a sequence of graphs such that G0 = G and
Gi+1Sis an extension of Gi ; for
S
i  0. If Gi = (Ni ; Ei ; n0 ), then G1 := ( i0 Ni ; i0 Ei; n0 ) is called the
completion of G. By construction, G1 is a complete graph. Furthermore,
if G is deterministic, then G1 is deterministic as well. Finally, it is easy
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to see that a graph and its extension are equivalent. Thus, by induction,

G1 t G.

S

The nodes in i1 Ni , i.e., the nodes in G1 that are not in G, are called
tree nodes; the nodes of G are called non-tree nodes. By construction, for
every tree node t in G1 there is exactly one direct predecessor of t in G1,
i.e., there is exactly one node n and one attribute a such that (n; a; t) is an
edge in G1; n is called a-predecessor of t. Furthermore, there is exactly one
youngest ancestor n in G of a tree node t in G1; n is the youngest ancestor
of t if there is a path from n to t in G1 which does not contain non-tree
nodes except for n. Note that there is only one path from n to t in G1.
Finally, observe that non-tree nodes have only non-tree nodes as ancestors.
As an example, the completion of GC0 depicted in Figure 4 is shown in
Figure 5, when A = fa; b; c; dg. Note that the completion of a canonical description graph is always complete and deterministic. In the sequel, let C , D
G1
C0 :

a
c
a

b c d

d
c
b
a

d b
a



b c d

..
.

..
.

Figure 5: The complete graph for C0
be two concept descriptions in S , GC = (NC ; EC ; nC ), GD = (ND ; ED ; nD )
1
be their corresponding canonical graphs, and G1
C , GD be the completions

1
of GC , GD . The products G := GC  GD and G1 := G1
C  GD are de ned
analogously to Section 4.1, where again G and G1 only contain nodes that
are reachable from the root (nC ; nD ), i.e., G and G1 are supposed to be
connected.
A subgraph of G1 for the concept descriptions C0 and D0 (Figure 4) is
depicted in Figure 6.
As an easy consequence of the fact GC t G1
C and Corollary 3 we get
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d
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d
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1
Figure 6: A subgraph of G1
C0  GD0

Lemma 7 C vt v # w i nC vn 2 G1C and nC wn 2 G1C for a node n in

G1
C.

But then, by the construction of G1 we know:
Proposition 2 C vt v # w and D vt v # w i (nC ; nD )vn 2 G1 and
(nC ; nD )wn 2 G1 for a node n in G1.
In particular, G1 represents the lcs of the concept descriptions C and
D in S . Formally, this means:

Corollary 4 The (in nite) concept description CG1 corresponding to G1
is the lcs of C and D, i.e., i) C; D vt CG1 and ii) C; D vt E 0 implies
CG1 vt E 0 for every concept description E 0 in S .

5.2 Characterizing the Existence of an Lcs

Let C , D be concept descriptions in S and let the graphs GC , GD , G, G1
C,
1 be de ned as above.
G1
,
and
G
D
It turns out that G1 can be used to characterize the existence of the
lcs E of C and D. The existence depends on whether there is a nite or an
in nite number of a certain kind of nodes which we will call same-as nodes.

De nition 10 A node n of an (in nite) description graph H is called a
same-as node if there exist two distinct nodes n1 , n2 in H and an attribute
a 2 A such that (n1 ; a; n) and (n2 ; a; n) are edges in H .

The graph depicted in Figure 6 contains an in nite number of same-as
nodes. We will show that this is a sucient and necessary condition for the
lcs of C and D not to exist.
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Before proving the main theorem of this section, we need to show a
lemma that will be useful in the subsequent sections as well. We shall use
the notation n0 un1 vn2 2 H to describe a path in H labeled uv from node n0
to n2 that passes through node n1 after u (i.e., n0 un1 2 H and n1 vn2 2 H );
we generalize this the obvious way to interpret n0 u1 n1 u2 n2 u3 n3 2 H .
G1

v

h ; p0 )

( 1

nC ; nD )

(

G

w
.
.
.

.

x ..
e ; q0 )

( 1

h ; p0 )

( 2

a

a

v 6= w
h1 6= h2

x
e ; q0 )

( 2

e1 6= e2

n = (f; t)

Figure 7: same-as nodes in G1

Lemma 8 Given a node f in GC and a tree-node t in G1D , the node n =

(f; t) in G1 is a same-as node i
 there exist nodes (h1 ; p0 ), (h2 ; p0 ) in G, h1 6= h2 ;
 (e1 ; q0), (e2 ; q0) in G1, where e1 , e2 are distinct nodes in GC and q0
is a node in G1
D ; and
 a 2 A and v; w; x 2 A, v 6= w, where A is the set of attributes in C ,
such that (nC ; nD )v(h1 ; p0 )x(e1 ; q0 )a(f; t) is a path in G1 as well as
(nC ; nD )w(h2 ; p0 )x(e2 ; q0 )a(f; t) (see Figure 7) and the successor of p0 in
these paths is a tree node in G1
D.
Proof: The if direction is obvious. We proceed with the only-if direction and assume that n is a same-as node in G1. Let p0 be the youngest
ancestor of t in G1
D . In particular, p0 is a node in GD and there exists
1
p0 xq0 at in GD with a 2 A and x 2 A such that the successor of p0 in
this path is a tree node in GD . Since G1 is connected, we can conclude
that there exist nodes h1 ; h2 ; e1 ; e2 in GC such that (h1 ; p0 )x(e1 ; q0 )a(f; t)
and (h2 ; p0 )x(e2 ; q0 )a(f; t) are paths in G1. In particular, xa is a label
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of a path from h1 to f in GC . Consequently, the label xa only consists of
attributes contained in C .
Furthermore, since t has only one predecessor in G1
D , namely, the apredecessor q0 , we know that e1 6= e2 , and consequently, since GC is deterministic, h1 6= h2 . Otherwise, n could not be a same-as node.
Finally, since G1 is connected there are paths (in G) from (nC ; nD ) to
(h1 ; p0 ) and (h2 ; p0 ) labeled v, resp. w. As G is deterministic and h1 6= h2 ,
it follows v 6= w.
The main results of this section is stated in the next theorem. As a
direct consequence of this theorem, we obtain that there exists no lcs in S
for the concept descriptions C0 and D0 of our example.
Theorem 6 The lcs of C and D exists i the number of same-as nodes in
G1 is nite.
Proof. We start by proving the only-if direction. For this purpose, we
assume that G1 contains an in nite number of same-as nodes and show
that there is no lcs for C and D in S .
Since G1 contains only a nite number of nodes of the form (f; g) where
f and g are non-tree nodes, the remaining (in nitely many) same-as nodes
are of the form (f; t) or (t; f ). This is because a node of the form (t1 ; t2 ),
where t1 ; t2 are tree nodes, cannot be a same-as node in G1 since it has
only one direct predecessor. Thus, w.l.o.g., G1 has an in nite number of
same-as nodes ni = (fi ; t1;i ) such that fi is a node in GC and t1;i is a tree
node in G1
D . According to Lemma 8, for every same-as node ni there exist
nodes h1;i ; h2;i ; e1;i ; e2;i in GC , p0;i in GD , and q0;i in G1
D as well ai 2 A and

xi 2 A with the properties stated in Lemma 8.
Since GC and GD are a nite objects, the number of tuples of the form
h1;i ; h2;i ; e1;i ; e2;i ; fi ; ai is nite. Thus, there must be an in nite number of
i's yielding the same tuple h1 ; h2 ; e1 ; e2 ; f; a. In particular, h1 6= h2 and
e1 6= e2 are nodes in GC and there is an in nite number of same-as nodes of
the form ni = (f; t1;i ).
Finally, as in the lemma, let v, w be the label of paths (in G) from
(nC ; nD ) to (h1 ; p0 ) and (h2 ; p0 ).
Now, assume there is an lcs E of C and D in S . According to Corollary 4,
E t CG1 . Let GE be the nite canonical graph for E with root n0. By
Proposition 2 and Lemma 8 we know E vt vxi a # wxi a. From Algorithm 2
it follows that there are words v0 , w0 , and u such that vxi a = v0 u and
wxi a = w0 u, where the paths in GE starting from n0 labeled v0 , w0 lead to
the same node in GE .
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If u 6= ", then u = u0 a for some word u0 . Then, Algorithm 2 ensures
E vt vxi # wxi . However, by Lemma 8 we know that the words vxi and
wxi lead to di erent nodes in G1, namely, (e1 ; q0;i ) and (e2 ; q0;i ), which,
with Proposition 2, leads to the contradiction E 6vt vxi # wxi . Thus, u = ".
As a result, for every i  1 there exists a node qi in GE such that n0 vxi aqi
and n0 wxi aqi are paths in GE . Because GE is nite there exist i; j  1, i 6= j ,
with qi = qj . By Algorithm 2, this implies E vt vxi a # wxj a. On the other
hand, the path in G1 starting from (nC ; nD ) with label vxi a leads to the
node ni and the one for wxj a leads to nj . Since ni 6= nj by de nition, from
Proposition 2 it follows E 6vt vxi a # wxj a, which is a contradiction.
This shows that there is no lcs of C , D in S which completes the proof
of the only-if direction.
We now prove the if direction of Theorem 6. For this purpose, we assume
that G1 has only a nite number of same-as nodes. Note that every same-as
node in G1 has only a nite number of direct predecessors: i) a node of the
form (g1 ; g2 ) in G has only predecessors in G; ii) if t is a tree node and g a
non-tree node, then a predecessor of (g; t) in G1 is of the form (g0 ; t0 ) where
t0 is the unique predecessor (tree or non-tree node) of t and g0 is a non-tree
node. Since the number of nodes in GC and GD is nite, in both cases we
only have a nite number of predecessors. But then, the spanning tree T
of G1 coincides with G1 except for a nite number of edges because if T
does not contain a certain edge, then this edge leads to a same-as node. As
a result, CG1 is a concept description in S because it is a nite conjunct of
same-as equalities. By Corollary 4, CG1 is the lcs of C and D.
If v # w is a conjunct in CG1 , then v and w lead from the root of G1 to
a same-as node. As shown in the proof of Lemma 8, same-as nodes are of
the form (f; g); (f; t), or (t; f ), where t is a tree node and f; g are non-tree
nodes. Consequently, v and w must be paths in GC or GD . Thus, they only
contain attributes occurring in C or D. Therefore, we get
Corollary 5 If the lcs of two concept description C and D in S exists,
then there is a concept description in S that is equivalent to the lcs and that
contains only attributes already occurring in C or D.
Therefore, when asking for the existence of an lcs, we can w.o.l.g. assume
that the set of attributes A is nite. This fact will be used in the following
section.
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5.3 Deciding the Existence of an Lcs

From Lemma 8 and Theorem 6 we can derive a corollary which we will use
to specify a decision algorithm for the existence of an lcs of two concept
descriptions in S . To state the corollary we need to introduce the regular
language LGC (q1 ; q2 ) := fw 2 A j there is a path from the node q1 to q2
in GC labeled wg. Moreover, let aA denote the set faw j w 2 A g for any
attribute a 2 A, where A is a nite alphabet.

Corollary 6 G1 contains an in nite number of same-as nodes i either

(i) there exist nodes (h1 ; p0 ), (h2 ; p0 ) in G as well as nodes f , e1 , e2 in GC ,
a; b 2 A such that
1. h1 6= h2 , e1 6= e2 ;
2. p0 has no b-successor in GD ;
3. (e1 ; a; f ), (e2 ; a; f ) are edges in GC ; and
4. LGC (h1 ; e1 ) \ LGC (h2 ; e2 ) \ bA is an in nite set of words;
or
(ii) the same statement as (i) but with switched r^oles for C and D.

Proof. We rst prove the only-if direction. Assume that G1 contains an

in nite number of nodes. Then, w.l.o.g., we nd the con guration in G1
described in the proof of Theorem 6. In particular, we have an in nite
number of same-as nodes ni = (f; t1;i ). Observe that there is only one path
from p0 to q0;i in G1
D . Consequently, the xi 's are pairwise distinct. Since A
is nite, we can assume, w.l.o.g., that all of these paths have pre x b 2 A
for some xed b. This proves condition 4 stated in the corollary.
We now prove the if direction of the corollary. For this purpose, let
bx 2 LGC (h1 ; e1 ) \ LGC (h2 ; e2 ) \ bA . Since p0 has no b-successor in GD it
0
1
follows that there are tree nodes t; t0 in G1
D such that p0 bxtat 2 GD . Thus,
we have (h1 ; p0 )bx(e1 ; t)a(f; t0 ) 2 G1 and (h2 ; p0 )bx(e2 ; t)a(f; t0 ) 2 G1.
Since e1 6= e2 , we have (e1 ; t) 6= (e2 ; t), which means that (f; t0 ) is a same-as
node. Analogously, for by 2 LGC (h1 ; e1 ) \ LGC (h2 ; e2 ) \ bA there are tree
0
1
0
nodes s; s0 in G1
D such that p0 bysas 2 GD and (f; s ) is a same-as node in

G1. Since bx and by both start with b, and the b-successor of p0 in G1
D is a
0
0
0
0
tree node, x 6= y implies s 6= t , and thus, (f; t ), (f; s ) are distinct same-as
nodes.
This shows that if the set LGC (h1 ; e1 ) \ LGC (h2 ; e2 ) \ bA is in nite, G1
must have an in nite number of same-as nodes, which completes the proof
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of the corollary.
For given nodes (h1 ; p0 ), (h2 ; p0 ) in G, attributes a; b 2 A, and nodes
f; e1 ; e2 2 GC the conditions 1. to 3. in Corollary 6 can obviously be
checked in time polynomial in the size of the concept descriptions C and D.
As for the last condition, note that an automaton accepting the language
LGC (h1 ; e1 ) \ LGC (h2 ; e2 ) \ bA can be constructed in time polynomial in the
size of C . Furthermore, for a given nite automaton it is decidable in time
polynomial in the size of the automaton if it accepts an in nite language (see
[26] for details). Thus, condition 4. can be tested in time polynomial in the
size of C and D as well. Finally, since the size of G and GC is polynomial
in the size of C and D, only a polynomial number of con gurations need to
be tested. Hence, we have shown

Corollary 7 For given concept descriptions C and D in S it is decidable
in time polynomial in the size of C and D if there is an lcs for C and D in
S.

5.4 Computing the Lcs

In this section we rst look at the minimal size of an lcs, and then present an
exponential time algorithm which computes the lcs of two concept descriptions in S . As it turns out, the minimal size of an lcs can be exponential in
the size of the two concept descriptions. This is a stronger result than that
presented in [20], since in their work it has only been shown that the lcs of
a sequence of concept descriptions in S can grow exponentially.
In order to show that the lcs might be of exponential size we consider
the following example, where A := fa; b; c; dg. For an attribute , let k ,
k  0, denote the word    of length k. We de ne

C 0 := a # b;
k i
k i
iu u
Dk := iu
ac
#
ad
bc # bdi u ack a # bck a:
=1
i=1
The corresponding canonical description graphs GC 0 and GDk are depicted
in Figure 8.
A nite graph representing the lcs of C 0 and Dk is depicted in Figure 9
1
for k = 2. This graph can easily be derived from G1
C 0  GDk . The graph
comprises two binary trees of height k, and thus, it contains at least 2k
nodes. In the following, we will show that there is no canonical description
graph GEk (with root n0 ) representing the lcs Ek of C 0 and Dk with less
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Figure 8: The canonical description graphs for C 0 and Dk
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Figure 9: A nite graph representing the lcs of C 0 and D2
than 2k nodes. Let x 2 fc; dgk , i.e., x is a word of length k over fc; dg, and
let v := axa, w := bxa. Using the canonical description graphs GC 0 and
GDk it is easy to see that C 0 vt v # w and Dk vt v # w. Thus, Ek vt v # w.
By Algorithm 2, this means that there are words v0 ; w0 ; u such that v = v0 u,
w = w0 u, and there are paths from n0 labeled v0 and w0 in GEk leading
to the same node in GEk . Suppose u 6= ". By Algorithm 2 this implies
Ek vt ax # bx. But according to GD , D 6vt ax # bx. Therefore u must be
". This, proves that in GEk there is a path from n0 labeled axa for every
x 2 fc; dgk . Hence, there is a path for every ax. Now, let y 2 fc; dgk , x 6= y.
If the paths for ax and ay from n0 in GEk lead to the same node, then this
implies Ek vt ax # ay which is a contradiction to C 0 6vt ax # ay. As a result,
ax and ay lead to di erent nodes in GEk . Since fc; dgk contains 2k words,
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this shows that GEk has at least 2k nodes.
Now, observe that the canonical graph of a concept description in S is
linear in the size of the concept. Thus, we have proved

Theorem 7 If the lcs of two concept descriptions in S exists, then it can
be exponential in the size of the concept descriptions.

As a result, there can be no algorithm for computing the lcs of concept
descriptions in S only using polynomial space. However, one can specify an
exponential time algorithm.

Algorithm 3
Input: concept descriptions C , D in S , for which the lcs exists in S ;
Output: lcs of C and D in S ;
1. Compute G0 := GC  GD ;
2. For every combination
 of nodes (h1 ; p0), (h2 ; p0 ) in G = GC  GD , h1 6= h2 ;
 a 2 A, e1; e2 ; f in GC , e1 6= e2 , where (e1 ; a; f ) and (e2 ; a; f ) are
edges in GC
extend G0 as follows: Let Gh1 ;t , Gh2 ;t be two trees representing the
( nite) set of words in

0
L := @LGC (h ; e ) \ LGC (h ; e ) \
1

1

2

2

[
b62succ(p0 )

1
bAA[f" j a 62 succ(p )g
0

where succ(p0 ) := fb j p0 has a b-successorg. Furthermore, the set of
nodes of Gh1 ;t , Gh2 ;t , and G0 are assumed to be disjoint. Now, replace
the root of Gh1 ;t by (h1 ; p0 ), the root of Gh2 ;t by (h2 ; p0 ), and extend
G0 by the nodes and edges of these two trees. Finally, add a new node
nv for every word v in L, and for each node of the trees Gh1 ;t and
Gh2;t corresponding to v, add an edge with label a from it to nv . The
extension is illustrated in Figure 10.
3. The same as in step 2, with switched r^oles for C and D.
4. Compute the canonical graph of G0, which we will call G0 again. Then,
output the concept description CG0 of G0 .
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Figure 10: The extension at the nodes (h1 ; p0 ), (h2 ; p0 ) in G0 where L =

fb; bc; badg

Proposition 3 The translation CG0 of the graph G0 computed by Algo-

rithm 3 is the lcs E of C and D.

Proof. It is easy to see that if there are two path in G0 labeled y and y
1

2

leading from the root (nC ; nD ) to the same node, then G1 contains such
paths as well. Consequently, (E t )G1 vt G0.
Now, assume E vt y1 # y2 , y1 6= y2 . By Proposition 2 we know that there
are paths in G1 labeled y1 and y2 leading to the same node n. W.l.o.g, we
may assume that n is a same-as node in G1. Otherwise, there exist words
y10 ; y2 0 ; u with y1 = y1 0 u, y2 = y20 u such that y1 0 and y2 0 lead to a same-as
node. If we can show that G0 contains paths labeled y1 0 and y2 0 leading to
the same node, then by Algorithm 2 this is sucient for G0 vt y1 # y2 . So
let n be a same-as node. We distinguish two cases:
1. If n is a node in G = GC  GD , then the paths for y1 and y2 are paths
in G. Since G is a subgraph of G0 this shows that y1 and y2 are paths
in G0, which by Algorithm 2 implies CG0 vt y1 # y2 .
2. Assume n is not a node in G. Then, since n is a same-as node, we
know that n is of the form (f; t) or (t; f ) where f is a non-tree node
and t is a tree node. By symmetry, we may assume that n = (f; t).
Now it is easy to see that there exist nodes h1 ; h2 ; e1 ; e2 in GC , p0 in

GD , and a tree node q0 in G1
D as well as a 2 A and x; v; w 2 A
as speci ed in Lemma 8 such that y1 = vxa and y2 = wxa. But
then, with h1 ; h2 ; e1 ; e2 ; p0 ; f and a the preconditions of Algorithm 3
are satis ed and x 2 L. Therefore, by construction of G0 there are
paths labeled y1 , resp. y2 , from the root to the same node.
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We note that the product G of GC and GD can be computed in time
polynomial in the size of C and D. Furthermore, there is only a polynomial
number of combinations of nodes (h1 ; p0 ), (h2 ; p0 ) in G, e1 ; e2 ; f in GC , a 2
A. Finally, the nite automaton for L can be computed in time polynomial
in the size of C and D. This automaton is acyclic, which implies that the
set of words accepted by this automaton is at most exponential in the size
of the automaton. Consequently, trees representing the words in L can be
computed in time exponential in the size of C and D.

Corollary 8 If the lcs of two concept descriptions in S exists, then it can
be computed in time exponential in the size of the concept descriptions.

6 Conclusion
Attributes | binary relations that can have at most one value { have been
distinguished in many knowledge representation schemes and other objectcentered modeling languages. This had been done to facilitate modeling and,
in description logics, to help identify tractable sets of concept constructors
(e.g., restricting same-as to attributes). In fact, same-as restrictions are
quite important from a practical point of view, because they support the
modeling of actions and their components (e.g., [7]).
A second distinction, between attributes as total versus partial functions
had not been considered so essential until now. This paper has shown that
this distinction can sometime have signi cant e ects.
In particular, we have rst shown that the approach for computing subsumption of Classic concepts with total attributes, presented in [10], can be
modi ed to accommodate partial attributes, by treating partial attributes as
roles until they are guaranteed to have at least one ller, in which case they
are \converted" to total attributes. As a result, we obtain polynomial-time
algorithms for subsumption and consistency checking in this case also.
In the case of computing least common subsumers, which was introduced
as a technique for learning non-propositional descriptions of concepts, we
rst noted that several of the papers in the literature [18, 24] (implicitly)
used partial attributes, when considering Classic. Furthermore, these papers used a weaker version of the \concept graphs" employed in [10], which
make the results only hold for the case of same-as restrictions that do not
generate \cycles". Furthermore, the algorithm in [24] does not handle inconsistent concepts, which can easily arise in Classic concepts as a result
of con icts between lower and upper bounds of roles.
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Therefore, we have provided an lcs algorithm together with a formal
proof of correctness for full Classic with partial attributes. In this case,
the lcs always exists, and it can be computed in time polynomial in the
size of the two initial concept descriptions. As suggested in [20], there are
sequences of concept descriptions for which the lcs might grow exponentially
in the size of the sequence.
To complete the picture, and as the main part of the paper, we then
examined the question of computing lcs in the case of total attributes. Surprisingly, the situation here is very di erent from the partial attribute case
(unlike with subsumption). First, for the language S the lcs may not even
exist. (The existence of the lcs mentioned in [20] is due to an inadvertent
switch to partial semantics for attributes.) Nevertheless, the existence of
the lcs of two concept descriptions can be decided in polynomial time. But
if the lcs exists, it might grow exponentially in the size of the concept descriptions, and hence the computation of the lcs may take time exponential
in the size of the two given concept descriptions.
As an aside, we note that it has been pointed out in [20] that concept descriptions in S correspond to a nitely generated right congruence.
Furthermore, in this context the lcs of two concept descriptions is the intersection of right congruences. Thus, the results presented in this paper
also show that the intersection of nitely generated right congruences is not
always a nitely generated right congruence, and that there is a polynomial algorithm for deciding this question. Furthermore, if the intersection
can be nitely generated, then the generating system might be exponential
and can be computed with an exponential time algorithm in the size of the
generating systems of the given right congruences.
The results in this paper therefore lay out the scope of the e ect of
making attributes be total or partial functions in a description logic that
supports the same-as constructor. Moreover, we correct some problems and
extend results in the previous literature.
We believe that the disparity between the results in the two cases should
serve as a warning to other researchers in knowledge representation and
reasoning, concerning the importance of explicitly considering the di erence
between total and partial attributes.
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